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Abstract
WestudyMalliavin differentiability of solutions to sub-critical singular parabolic
stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) and we prove the existence of den-
sities for a class of singular SPDEs. Both of these results are implemented in
the setting of regularity structures. For this we construct renormalized models in
situations where some of the driving noises are replaced by deterministic Cameron-
Martin functions, and we show Lipschitz continuity of these models with respect to
the Cameron-Martin norm. In particular, in many interesting situations we obtain
a convergence and stability result for lifts of L2-functions to models, which is of
independent interest. The proof also involves two separate algebraic extensions of
the regularity structure which are carried out in rather large generality.
1 Introduction
WeestablishMalliavin differentiability and subsequently study the existence of densities
of solution to singular stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs). The equations
we have in mind are formally given by systems of the form
∂tui = Liui + Fi(u,∇u, . . .) +
∑
j≤n
F
j
i
(u,∇u, . . .)ξj , i ≤ m (1)
where each component ui is in general a distribution onR×T
d for some d ≥ 1, subject
to some initial condition ui(0, ·) = ui,0. Here, Li is an elliptic differential operator
involving only spatial derivatives, the functions Fi and F
j
i
are smooth and allowed to
depend on u = (ui)i≤m and finitely many derivatives of u, and the random fields ξj ,
j ≤ m, are assumed to be jointly Gaussian.
Equations of type (1) have been subject to intensive study in recent years and lead
to the development of novel technical approaches [11, 9, 18]. While these approaches
differ in their scope and technical details, in situations where more then one of them
can be applied, they lead to the same notion of solution. For the purpose of this
paper we focus on the theory of regularity structures, originally developed in [11],
and subsequently extended and generalized in a series of papers [3, 6, 2]. Interesting
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examples that fall under this setting include the generalized KPZ equation [13, 7, 19]
∂tui = ∂
2
xui +
∑
k,l≤m
f ik,l(u)(∂xuk)(∂xul) +
∑
k≤n
gk(u)ξk (2)
in 1 + 1 dimensions, the Φ
p
d
[11, 16, 2, 20]equations
∂tu = ∆u +
∑
k≤p
aku
k
+ ξ (3)
in 1 + d dimensions for d ≤ 3 and the generalized PAM equation [11, 9]
∂tu = ∆u + f (u) +
∑
i, j≤d
fi, j (u)(∂iu)(∂ju) + g(u)ξ. (4)
in d = 2 or d = 3 dimensions. Choosing ξ as white noise, which is the natural choice
in these examples, all of these equations have in common that there does not exist
a solution in the classical sense. The robust solution theory of [11, 3, 6, 2] instead
considers approximate, renormalized equations that take the form
∂tu
ε
i = Liu
ε
i + Fi(u
ε,∇uε, . . .) +
∑
j≤n
F
j
i
(uε,∇uε, . . .)ξεj +
∑
k≤K
cεkΥ
k
i (u
ε,∇uε, . . .),
(5)
subject to some initial condition uε
i
(0, ·) = uε
i,0
, where ξε
j
= ξj ∗ ρ
(ε) for some approxi-
mate δ-distribution ρ(ε). In [2] it was shown that under some appropriate assumption on
the equation there exists a choice of constants cε
k
with the property that the sequence of
solutions uε converges in probability to some limiting random distribution u as ε → 0,
and we call this limit u the (renormalized) solution to (1).
Remark 1.1 The counter-terms Υk
i
and the renormalization constants cε
k
are given
explicitly in [2] but do not matter much at this stage. We recall their definition in (15)
below.
The first purpose of the present article is to establish the existence of continuous
path-wise derivatives of the renormalized solution to (1) in the direction of Cameron-
Martin functions (in the sense of [21, Def. 3.3.1]). This is in particular enough to
obtain the existence of a localized version of Malliavin derivative ([17, Prop. 4.1.3], [5,
Prop. 2.4]), which in turn is sufficient for the celebrated Bouleau-Hirsch criterion [1]
to apply. The latter gives rather sharp conditions under which densities with respect to
Lebesgue measure exist.
The second purpose of this article is to show that the conditions of the Bouleau-
Hirsch criterion are indeed satisfied for an interesting class of equations. The equations
for which we can show existence of densities include in particular the stochastic heat
equation with multiplicative noise and the Φ
p
d
-equations.
The strategy outlined above was already used in [5] to show existence of densities
for the 2D-PAM equation, and a recent paper [8] treated the case of theΦ4
3
equation. On
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the technical level, our approach for showingMalliavin differentiability uses extensions
of the regularity structure and is strongly inspired by [5], although the proofs given in
the present paper differ in some key aspects, which in particular allows us to obtain
statements that are more general. In the second part of the paper we apply the Bouleau-
Hirsch criterion by studying the "dual" to the tangent equation, an idea that was already
used in [8] to study the existence of densities for Φ4
3
.
To make things more concrete, we put ourselves in the setting of the "black box"
theorem [2, Thm. 2.13]. Given non-linearities Fi and F
j
i
, and a Gaussian noise ξ,
this theorem establishes explicit formulae for the counterterms and renormalization
constants appearing in 5, and works out concrete assumption on the equations under
which the sequence of renormalized solutions converge.
Assumption 1 We assume throughout this paper that the assumptions of [2, Thm. 2.13]
on the equation, the noises and the initial condition are satisfied. To be more precise,
we assume [2, (2.4),Ass. 2.4, Ass. 2.6, Ass. 2.10, (2.18)], we assume that we are given
jointly Gaussian random fields (ξj )j≤n in the sense of [2, Def. 2.11] and we assume that
the initial condition can be decomposed as uε
0
= S−ρ,ε(ξ)(0, ·)+ψ
ε as in [2, (2.17)] with
ψε converging to some random initial condition ψ in probability in Cireg as ε → 0. We
refer the reader to Section 2.3 for a summary of these assumptions and the definition of
the space Cireg.
For the reader not familiar with these assumptions we recall briefly their purpose.
In [2, (2.4)] the authors give a rigours meaning to the notion of sub-criticality. This
is a key assumption which is seen in any of the theories developed in [11, 9, 18], and
the equations are believed to behave quite differently when this assumption is violated.
It also ensures that one can algebraically build a regularity structure adapted to the
equation as in [3]. Assumption [2, Ass. 2.4] deals with compositions of the solution
with smooth functions. It also limits the regularity blow-up at the initial time-slice to
ensure that the solution is an actual distribution on the whole space (as opposed to just
R+ × Td). Throughout the solution theory developed in [11] the equations are treated
in their mild formulation, and Assumption [2, Ass. 2.6] guarantees the existence of a
Green’s function for ∂t − Li , together with suitable analytic estimates. Assumption
[2, (2.10)] is a technical assumption that ensures that the solution to our equation can
always be written as an explicit distribution-valued, stationary, random process, plus
an implicit function-valued random perturbation (by explicit we mean that this process
is given as a stationary solution to a linear equation and polynomial expressions in this
solution). The explicit stationary process appearing for the regularized noise is denoted
by S−ρ,ε(ξ) and appears in the rather cumbersome way in which the initial conditions
are phrased. This is needed, since in general the spaces in which S−ρ,ε(ξ) converges as
ε → 0 are spaces of space-time distributions, and it follows that evaluating the limit
process at a fixed time is in general not well defined. Finally, [2, (2.18)] ensures that
the analytic BPHZ theorem of [6] can be applied, which in particular establishes the
existence of a limit model. Most notably, this assumption rules out divergent variances
in the "trees" used to build the regularity structure.
Remark 1.2 As will be clear from the proof, the existence of Malliavin derivatives is
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essentially automatic, as soon as the equation can be lifted to an abstract fixed point
problem in some regularity structure, compare Theorem 4.3 below. In particular, this
result applies in principle to equations where parts of Assumption 1 are violated. For
instance, one could even treat non-Gaussian noises in this framework. Since the setting
of [2] is already quite general, we decide to work under the assumptions introduced
there in order not to over-complicate the presentation.
We recall from [2, Thm. 2.13] that underAssumption 1there exists a uniquemaximal
stopping time τ = τ(ω) and a maximal solution u = (ui)i≤m on [0, τ(ω)) × T
d to (1).
To be more precise, there exists a choice of constants cε
k
for ε > 0 and a sequence
of stopping times τε = τε(ω) with τε → τ in probability as ε → 0 and such that
the classical solution uε to (5) with Υk
i
given as in (15) exits almost surely on [0, τε),
and such that for T > 0 the sequence uε conditioned on the event {τ > T } converges
as ε → 0 to u in probability in the space of space-time distributions D′([0,T ) × Td).
When restricted to positive times, this convergence also takes place in the Hölder-Besov
space1 Creg :=
⊕
i≤m C
reg(i)((0,T )×Td). Moreover, the stopping time τ can be chosen
maximal, in the sense that the statement above does not hold for any stopping time τ˜
such that τ˜ > τ with positive probability.
1.1 Main Results
We want to study the finite-dimensional law of the random variables given by either
testing the solution u against test-functions or by evaluating at a finite number of
space-times points, that is, we study the law of
(ui(φ
i
l))l≤L,i≤m ∈ R
L×m resp. (ui(z
i
l ))l≤L,i≤m ∈ R
L×m (6)
for some L ∈ N, test-functions φi
l
∈ C∞c (R×T
d) and space-time points zi
l
∈ R+×Td . We
will establishMalliavin differentiability [15, 17] of these random variables,and a fortiori
study the existence of densities with respect to Lebesgue measure. As has already
been observed in [5] and later in [8], the classical notion of Malliavin differentiability
is to strong for our purposes, as it imposes moment bounds which are simply not
true in general in our setting. Instead, we are lead to use a version of Malliavin
differentiability more adapted to this setting, and we borrow the notion of local H-
Fréchet differentiability from [21, Def. 3.3.1], which we recall in Definition 2.9 below.
Denoting by Hξ the Cameron-Martin space for the jointly Gaussian random fields
ξ = (ξi)i≤n, our main result on Malliavin differentiability reads as follows.
Theorem 1.3 Under Assumption 1, let u be the solution to (1) given by [2, Thm. 2.13],
let τ = τ(ω) ∈ (0,∞] be the time of existence of u, let ψ := limε→0 ψ
ε and assume that
ψε and ψ and are locally Hξ -Fréchet differentiable for any ε > 0. Then, for any T > 0
and any i ≤ m the solution ui restricted to (0,T ) × T
d and conditioned on {T < τ}
is locally Hξ -Fréchet differentiable with values in Creg(i)((0,T ) × Td) in the sense of
Definition 2.9. The Hξ -derivative Dhui of ui in the direction of h ∈ H
ξ is given by vi,h ,
1See Section 2.3 for the definition of the function reg : {1, . . .m} → R.
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where vh is the renormalized solution to the equation
∂tvi,h = Livi,h + DFi(u,∇u, . . .)(vh,∇vh, . . .)
+
∑
j≤n
DF
j
i
(u,∇u, . . .)(vh,∇vh, . . .)ξj +
∑
j≤n
F
j
i
(u,∇u, . . .)hj, (7)
with initial condition vi,h(0) = Dhui,0.
We refer the reader to (54) below for a precise formulation of what we mean by
renormalized solution to (7).
Local H-Fréchet differentiability is a powerful tool to establish existence of densities
due an argument by Bouleau and Hirsch [1], see also [17, Sec. 2.1.3] and the references
therein. We show existence of densities under some simplifying assumptions which we
introduce in Section 5 below. These assumptions are somewhat technical and we refrain
from stating them precisely at this stage. Instead, we refer the reader to the paragraph
below Theorem 1.4 for an informal discussion of these assumptions and to Proposition
1.5 for a class of interesting equations for which these assumptions are indeed satisfied.
Taking Assumptions 4, 5 and 6 from Section 5 for granted at the moment, our main
result concerning densities is the following.
Theorem 1.4 Assume that Assumptions 4, 5 and 6 below hold. Let furthermore (ξi)i≤n
be a family of jointly Gaussian noises on some probability space (Ω,P)with the property
that the Cameron-Martin space Hξ of ξ is dense in L2((0,∞) × Td)n. Let also T > 0
and assume that P({T < τ}) > 0.
Then, for any L ∈ N and any family (φl)l≤L with φl ∈ C
∞
c ((0,T ) × T
d ;Rm) of
linearly independent, smooth, compactly supported Rm-valued test-functions, one has
that the RLm-valued random variable
(〈u11, φ1〉, . . . , 〈u
1
m, φ1〉, . . . . . . , 〈u
L
1 , φL〉, . . . , 〈u
L
m, φL〉)
conditioned on {T < τ} has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure.
We briefly discuss the assumption of the previous theorem. Assumption 4 severly
limits the explicit dependence of the right hand side of (5) on the derivatives of the
solution. This is done mainly for convenience, as it simplifies many computations
below. Assumption 5 ensures that the renormalization constants for the "dualized"
tangent equation are identical to the constants appearing in the original tangent equation,
which is needed in order to pass to the limit ε → 0 in the dual equation. We believe
that both of these assumptions are not really necessary and it will be the subject of
future research to establish a density result that does not require them. Assumption 6
on the other hand is crucial, as it ensures that in case of multiplicative noise the term
multiplying the noise does not make it degenerate.
Instead of giving the precise assumptions at this stage we will limit ourselves to the
following examples in order to demonstrate the scope of Theorem 1.4.
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Proposition 1.5 Assumptions 4, 5 and 6 hold for the Φ
p
2
equations, the Φ4
3
and the
Φ4
4−ε
equation2. It also holds for the multiplicative stochastic heat equation
∂tu = ∆u + f (u) + g(u)ξ (8)
in 1 + 1 dimension, as soon as the smooth function g does not vanish anywhere on R.
In particular, the statement of Theorem 1.3 holds as soon as ξ is a Gaussian noise with
Cameron-Martin space dense in L2(R × Td).
Remark 1.6 We remark that in [8] the authors obtained existence of densities for theΦ4
3
equation under the same assumptions as above. Additionally, they obtained existence of
densities for noises whose Cameron-Martin space is not dense in L2, but are such that
they are everywhere "rough enough" in a certain sense. We expect that it is possible to
generalize these arguments to all of examples given above.
The existence of densities for 2D PAM established in [5] on the other hand falls out
of our setting for two reasons. One is that the authors obtained existence of densities for
point evaluations and the other is that PAM is driven by purely spatial white noise. On
the other hand, the approach to show non-degeneracy of the Malliavin derivative used
in [5] draws on a maximum principle and thus uses extensively the specific structure of
PAM. Additionally, in [5] the authors only study density for the evaluation at a single
space-time point.
1.2 Application: Multiplicative Stochastic Heat Equation
We apply our results to the stochastic heat equation (8) driven by a space-time dependent
Gaussian noise ξ onR×T satisfying the assumptions of Section 2.2.4 and vector fields
f , g ∈ C∞(R)with g > 0. We refrain from stating the precise assumptions on the noise
at this point as they are somewhat convoluted, but we note that these assumptions allow
in particular the case of space-time white-noise. The regularized and renormalized
equation is given by
∂tu
ε
= ∆uε+ f (uε)+g(uε)ξε+C1εg
′(uε)g(uε)+C2εg
′(uε)3g(uε)2+C3εg
′′(uε)g′(uε)g(uε)2
for some constants Ciε for i = 1, 2, 3, subjection to (for simplicity deterministic) initial
condition uε(0) = u0. For space-time white noise ξ, this equation was first derived in
[14], where it was also shown that in this case one can choose C2ε and C
3
ε independent
of ε. For more general noises, it follows from [2] that given some initial condition
u0 ∈ C
1
2 (T) there exists a choice of constants Ciε , i = 1, 2, 3, such that the regularized
solution uε conditioned on {τ > T } converges to some limit u in probability the space
C
1
2
−κ((0,T ) × Td).
By Theorem 1.3, the solution is locally Hξ -Fréchet differentiable, and its derivative
vh = Dhu satisfies the tangent equation
∂tvh = ∆vh + f
′(vh) + g
′(vh)ξ + g(vh)h.
2The Φ4
4−ε
equation is of form (3) in 1 + 4 dimensions with p = 3, but with noise that has slightly
better regularity then space-time white-noise, compare [2, Sec. 2.8.2]. This equation becomes critical for
space-time white noise.
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More precisely, one has vh = limε→0 v
ε
h
, where vε
h
is the classical solution to
∂tv
ε
h = ∆v
ε
h + f
′(uε)vεh + g
′(uε)vεhξ
ε
+ g(uε)hε(
+ C1ε
(
g
′′(uε)g(uε) + g′(uε)2
)
+ C2ε
(
3g′′(uε)g′(uε)2g(uε)2 + 2g′(uε)4g(uε)
)
+ C3ε
(
g
′′′(uε)g′(uε)g(uε)2 + g′′(uε)2g(uε)2 + 2g′′(uε)g′(uε)2g(uε)
))
v
ε
h,
subject to the initial condition vε
h
(0) = 0.
Furthermore, assuming that theCameron-Martin spaceHξ of ξ is dense in L2(R×T),
then for any family of linearly independent test function (ϕi)i≤L with ϕi ∈ C
∞
c ((0,T )×T)
the RL-valued random variable given by (〈u, ϕ1〉, . . . , 〈u, ϕL〉) conditioned on the event
{τ > T } admits a density with respect to Lebesgue measure.
1.3 Outline of the paper
In section 2.2 and 2.3 we recall the notations, definitions and results about the theory
of regularity structures which were developed in [11, 2, 6, 2]. In Section 2.4 we review
some classical results about Gaussian measure theory in infinite dimensional spaces.
As in [5], we first construct in an algebraic step an extended regularity structure in
Section 3.1 by adding for any noise-type Ξ a symbol Ξˆ that acts as an abstract place-
holder for a fixed Cameron-Martin function. The extended set of trees is then given
by allowing any appearance of any noise-type Ξ in any tree to be replaced by Ξˆ. In
Section 3.2 we perform the main analytic argumentwhich shows that for fixed Cameron-
Martin function hΞ and Gaussian noise ξΞ we can indeed define a renormalized model
that in particular has the property that ΠΞ = ξΞ and ΠΞˆ = hΞ, and this model is
locally Lipschitz continuous in h. An extended model can then be mapped in a locally
Lipschitz continuous way onto a "shifted" model in Section 3.3, which in particular
shows that themodel behaves in a continuouswayunder shifting the noise by a Cameron-
Martin function. In Sections 3.4 and 3.5 we show how to lift and shift abstract fixed
point problems. This will in particular allow us to consider for fixed Cameron-Martin
function h the equations driven by ξ + rh for any r ∈ R in an r-independent model, and
is thus suited to study Gâteaux differentiability of the solution map in Cameron-Martin
directions. Gâteaux and Fréchet differentiability are then established in Section 4.1
and 4.2, respectively. Finally, in Section 4.3 this abstract theory is applied to singular
SPDEs of the type (1) under Assumption 1, and we derive in particular the tangent
equation (7).
In order to establish the existence of densities we study the dual equation (56) of the
tangent equation (7). We want to lift the dual equation again to an abstract fixed point
problem, and since the dual equation is a stochastic PDE going backward in time, we
are led to construct another extension of the regularity structure, this time extending the
set of kernel-types by adding for any type t a type t′ representing the dualized kernel.
We then derive in Section 5.2 an abstract fixed point problem for the dual equation and
we identify its reconstruction as the actual solution to the dual equation in Section 5.3.
This step is not automatic, since it is a-priori not clear that the renormalization constants
obtained in these two ways coincide (it is not even clear that they differ by something of
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order 1 in a suitable sense, which is themain reason that Section 5 is less general then the
rest of the paper). This identification relies on Assumption 5 which basically enforces
the identity that we need, and we show in Section C that Assumption 5 is satisfied when
considering single equations (as opposed to systems of equations). Finally, we derive
the existence of densities in a spirit similar to [8] by showing that the solution to the
dual equation does not vanish identically in Section 5.4.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank Giuseppe Cannizzaro, Ajay
Chandra, and Martin Hairer for helpful discussions during the preparation of this
article. The author acknowledges funding through Martin Hairer’s ERC consolidator
grant, project 615897.
2 Setting and Notation
2.1 General Conventions on Notation
We introduce some notation that is used throughout this article. Given M ∈ N we write
[M] := {1, . . . , M}. We fix a spatial dimension d ≥ 1 and write D := R × Td . Given
z ∈ D we often write z = (z0, z1, . . . , zd) with z0 ∈ R and (z1, . . . zd) ∈ T
d . Given a
finite set A, a subset B ⊆ A, and a variable z ∈ DA, we write zB := (za)a∈B . We also fix
a space-time scaling s : {0, . . . , d} → N, and we write |s | :=
∑d
i=0 s(i) for the effective
space-time dimension. For a multi-index k ∈ N{0,...d} we write |k |s :=
∑d
i=0 s(i)ki , and
for z ∈ D we write |z|s :=
∑d
i=0 |zi |
1
s(i) . We use the convention that sums of the form∑
|k |s≤r
· · ·
always run over all multi-indices k ∈ N{0,...,d} with |k |s ≤ r.
Wewrite C∞c (D) for the space of compactly supported,smooth functions φ : D → R,
we endow this space with the topology given by the system of semi-norms
‖φ‖K,r := sup
z∈K
sup
|k |s ≤r
|∂kφ(z)|
for K ⊆ D compact and r ∈ N, and we write D′(D) for the dual space of C∞c (D). We
call ρ ∈ C∞c (D) a mollifier if
∫
ρ(x)dx = 1, and in this case we define
ρ(ε)(z) := ε−|s |ρ(
z0
εs(0)
, . . . ,
zd
εs(d)
).
Finally, the following terminology of multi-sets will be useful. A multiset m with
values in A is an element of NA. Given two multisets m, n ∈ NA we write m ⊔ n ∈ NA
for the multiset given by (m ⊔ n)(a) := m(a) + n(a), and we write m < n if m ≤ n. We
also naturally identify a subset B ⊆ A with the multiset IB : A → N. Given any finite
set I and a map ϕ : I → A we write [I, ϕ] for the multiset with values in A given by
[I, ϕ]a := #{i ∈ I : ϕ(i) = a} (9)
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for any a ∈ A.
We sometimes discuss concepts in detail for concrete examples in order to clarify
notation. In these cases we use notations of the form [a, b, c, . . .], to denote multisets.
For instance, we write [a, a, b] := 2Ia + Ib .
Given a multiset m as above and a function f on A we also freely use the notation∑
a∈m f (a) and
∏
a∈m f (a). These expression should be interpreted as∑
a∈m
f (a) :=
∑
a∈A
m(a) f (a) and
∏
a∈m
f (a) :=
∏
a∈A
f (a)m(a).
Sometimes it will be useful to consider functions f whose domain is formally given
by Dm for some multiset m. Setting M(m) := {(a, k) : a ∈ A, 1 ≤ k ≤ m(a)}, when we
write f : Dm → R we really mean that f : DM(m) → R is a function which is symmetric
under any permutation σ of M(m) with the property that for any (a, k) ∈ M(m) there
exits l ≤ m(a) such that σ(a, k) = (a, l).
2.2 Regularity Structures
In this section we recall the main notations and results about regularity structures that
we will use in the sequel. Throughout this paper we assume we are given a finite set of
types L = L− ⊔ L+. The finite set L+ will index the components of the equation, while
the finite set L− will index the Gaussian noises appearing on the right hand side of the
equation. We assume thatL is equippedwith a homogeneity assignment | · |s : L⋆ → R
⋆
for ⋆ ∈ {+,−}. Recall from [3, Def. 5.7] that a rule R is a collection (R(t))t∈L that
assigns to any type t ∈ L a set of multisets R(t) with values in L × Nd+1. We recall the
notions of normal, sub-critical and complete from [3, Def. 5.7, Def. 5.14, Def. 5.22].
Let us especially recall that a rule is subcritical if there exists a map reg : L → R with
the property that
reg(t) < |t |s + inf
N ∈R(t)
reg(N),
where we set reg(N) :=
∑
(l,k)∈N (reg(l) − |k |s) for any multiset N ∈ N
L×Nd+1 . A rule R
is normal if R(t) is stable under taking multi-subsets of any N ∈ R(t), and additionally
if R(t) := {∅} for any t ∈ L−. Completeness ensures that the set of tree conforming to
the rule R (c.f. [3, Def. 5.8]) is stable under the action of renormalization.
Example 1 In case of stochastic heat equation (8) one has a unique kernel type t and
a unique noise type Ξ and the rule R is given by R(Ξ) := {∅} and R(t) contains all
multisets of the form
[(t, 0), . . .] or [(Ξ, 0), (t, 0), . . .]
wherewewrite (t, 0), . . . denote an arbitrary (possible vanishing) number of occurrences
of (t, 0).
We assume we are given a normal, subcritical, complete rule R and we denote by
Tex the regularity structure constructed as in [3, Def. 5.26]. We will actually work with
a slightly simplified structure as far as the extended decoration is concerned, compare
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Section 2.2.1 below. We extend the homogeneity assignment | · |s to T
ex in the usual
way, taking into account the extended decoration3, and we write T ⊆ Tex for the
reduced regularity structure obtained as in [3, Sec. 6.4]. We will very rarely need the
homogeneity assignment that neglects the extended decoration, but in these situations
we will denote this by | · |− as in [3, Def. 5.3]. We write T
ex and T for the set of trees
in Tex and T, respectively, so that Tex and T are freely generated by T ex and T as
linear spaces. We writeT exα for the set of trees τ ∈ T
ex with the property that |τ |s = α,
we write Texα := 〈T
ex
α 〉, and for γ ∈ R we write Q<γ for the projection of T
ex onto⊕
α<γ T
ex
α .
Finally, we make the following Assumption on the regularity structure, which is
needed to apply the results of [6].
Assumption 2 For any tree τ ∈ T one has
|τ |s >
(
−
|s |
2
)
∨ max
u∈L(τ)
|t(u)|s ∨
(
− |s | − min
Ξ∈L−
|Ξ|s
)
. (10)
Remark 2.1 Under Assumption 1 we are indeed in this setting, compare [3, Sec. 5.5]
and [2, Sec. 3.1]. In particular, Assumption 2 follows from [2, (2.18)]. However, even
though singular SPDEs are the application that we have in mind, most arguments in the
proof of Theorem 1.3 are carried out on the level of the regularity structure and do not
really require that we are in the setting of an actual singular SPDE.
Finally, we make the simplifying assumption on the rule that we do not allow
products or derivatives of noises to appear on the right hand side of the equation. As
was already remarked in [6] and [2], such an assumption does not seem to be crucial
but simplifies certain arguments.
Assumption 3 We assume that for any t ∈ L and any N ∈ R(t) there exists at most one
pair (Ξ, k) ∈ L− × N
d+1 such that N(Ξ,k) , 0, and this case k = 0 and N(Ξ,0) = 1.
2.2.1 Trees
Trees τ ∈ T ex can be written as typed, decorated trees τ = (Tn,oe , t), where T is a rooted
treewith vertex setV(T ), edge set E(T ) and root ρT , themap t assigns types to edges and
is formally a map t : E(T ) → L, and the decorations n, e, o are maps n : N(T ) → Nd,
e : E(T ) → Nd and o : N(T ) → (−∞, 0]. We call o the extended decoration. Here we
define the decomposition of the set of edges into E(T ) = L(T ) ⊔ K(T ) with e ∈ L(T )
(resp. e ∈ K(T )) if and only if t(e) ∈ L− (resp. t(e) ∈ L+), and we write N(T ) ⊆ V(T )
for the set of u ∈ V(T ) such that there does not exist e ∈ L(τ) such that u = e↑. We
will often abuse notation slightly and leave the type map t and the root ρτ implicit. We
recall that the relation between the homogeneity assignments | · |s and | · |− is given by
| · |s = | · |− +
∑
u∈N(T ) o(u), so that in particular one has |τ |s ≤ |τ |− for any tree τ ∈ T
ex.
On a rooted tree T we define a total order ≤ on V(T ) by setting u ≤ v if and only if
u lies on the unique shortest path from v to the root ρT and we write edges e ∈ E(T ) as
3In the notation of [3, Def. 5.3] this was denoted by | · |+.
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order pairs e = (e↑, e↓) with e↑ ≥ e↓. If u ∈ V(T )\{ρT }, then there exists a unique edge
e ∈ E(T ) such that u = e↑, and in this case we write u↓ := e. Recall that it follows from
the fact that R is normal (c.f. [3, Def. 5.7]) that elements u ∈ V(T )\N(T ) are leaves of
the tree T .
Given a typed, decorated tree τ as above, k ∈ Nd+1 and t ∈ L+ we writeJ
k
t
τ for the
planted, decorated, typed tree obtained from τ by attaching an edge e to the root with
type t and e(e) = k. We write Tt ⊆ T for the set of trees τ ∈ T such thatJ
0
t
τ ∈ T .
Example 2 Throughout the paper we will consider examples from stochastic heat
equation (8) whenever we need to clarify notations. In particular, we often consider
the tree , where we introduce the following graphical conventions:
... root ρ( ), element of N( )
... node, element of N( )
... edge of kernel type, element of K( )
... edge of noise type, element of L( )
2.2.2 Algebraic Notation
We use the notation Tex− , Tˆ
ex
− , T
ex
+
, Tˆex
+
, Gex− and G
ex
+
from [3] for the respective
spaces defined in [3, Def. 5.26, (5.23), Def. 5.36], and we write G− for the reduced
renormalization group as in [3, Thm. 6.28]. We recall that Tex− and T
ex
+
form Hopf
algebras and Gex− and G
ex
+
are defined as their respective character groups. We use
the notation ∆ex− and ∆
ex
+
for the co-products for negative and positive renormalization
respectively, as in [3, Cor. 5.32], and we write A˜ex− : T
ex
− → Tˆ
ex
− and A˜
ex
+
: Tex
+
→ Tˆex
+
for the twisted antipodes defined in [3, Prop. 6.2, Prop.6.5].
2.2.3 Models
We assume that for any t ∈ L+ we are given a decomposition of the Green’s function
into Gt = Kt + Rt with Rt ∈ C
∞(D) and such that Kt ∈ C
∞
c (D\{0}) satisfies [11,
Ass. 5.1, Ass. 5.4], and given the kernel assignment (Kt)t∈L+ we recall the definition
of admissible models [11, Def. 2.7, Def. 8.29]. We call a model Z = (Π, Γ) smooth if
Πxτ ∈ C
∞(D) for any τ ∈ T ex and any x ∈ D, and we call Z reduced if Πxτ does not
depend on the extended decoration of τ. Given an admissible tuple Πτ ∈ C∞(D) for
τ ∈ Tex we writeZ(Π) for the model constructed as in [3, (6.11),(6.12)],whenever this
is well defined, and we write M∞ for the set of smooth, reduced, admissible models
for Tex of the form Z(Π). We write M0 for the closure of M∞ in the space of models,
and given a probability space (Ω,P) we write Mrand∞ and M
rand
0
for the spaces of M∞
and M0 valued random variables on (Ω,P), respectively, endowed with the topology
induced by convergence in probability. We write Ω∞ := Ω∞(L−) := C
∞(D)L− and
given f ∈ Ω∞ we write Z
f
= Z(Π f ) for the canonical lift of f to a model Z f ∈ M∞,
c.f. [3, Rem. 6.12]. We finally write Ω0 := D
′(D)L− .
Remark 2.2 Again, we remark that under Assumption 1 we are in this setting, compare
[2, Ass. 2.6].
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2.2.4 Gaussian Driving Noises
Given a probability space (Ω,P) we write M∞ := M∞(L−) for the space of Ω∞-
valued centred, stationary, jointly Gaussian random fields η on (Ω,P). We want to
introduce a class of Ω0-valued Gaussian noises that we are going to consider in the
sequel, and for this we introduce the following notation. Given a Ω0-valued jointly
Gaussian, stationary, centred random noise η on (Ω,P), we denote by C
η
t,t′
∈ D′(D) the
distributional covariance of ηt and ηt′ defined via the identity
E[ηt(ϕ)ηt′(ψ)] = C
η
t,t′
(
∫
ϕ(x − ·)ψ(x)dx)
for any ϕ, ψ ∈ C∞c (D). We note that this is well defined by stationarity. The next
definition if motivated by the assumptions made in [6]. In order to state it we fix for
any k ∈ Nd+1 a function Pk ∈ C
∞
c (D) such that Pk(x) = x
k in a neighbourhood of the
origin.
Definition 2.3 We write C(L−) for the space of families of kernels (Ct,t′)t,t′∈L− such
that C ∗
t,t′
= Ct′,t in the sense that one has
〈Ct,t′ ∗ φ, ψ〉L2 = 〈φ,Ct′,t ∗ ψ〉L2
for any t, t′ ∈ L− and any choice of test functions φ, ψ ∈ C
∞
c (D), such that C is
non-negative definite in the sense that one has∑
t
〈
∑
t′
Ct,t′ ∗ φt′, φt〉L2 ≥ 0
for any family φ ∈ C∞c (D)
L− , such that the singular support of the distribution Ct,t′ ∈
D′(D) is contained in {0}, and denoting by Cˆt,t′ the smooth function representing Ct,t′
away from the origin, we require that
• for any test function ϕ ∈ C∞c (D) such that D
kϕ(0) = 0 for any |k |s < −|t |s −
|t′ |s − |s |, one has Ct,t′(ϕ) =
∫
ϕ(x) Cˆt,t′(x)dx; and
• there exists θ > 0 such that one has ‖C ‖ | · |s < ∞.
Here, we define the quantity
‖C ‖ | · |s := d(C ) + max
t,t′∈L−
sup
x∈D\{0}
sup
k∈Nd+1
|k |s≤6 |s |
|DkCˆt,t′(x)| |x |
−|t |s−|t
′ |s+ |k |s−θ (11)
with
d(C ) := max
t,t′∈L−
sup
k∈Nd+1
|k |s<−|t |s−|t
′ |s−|s |
|Ct,t′(Pk)|.
We writeM0 =M0(L−) for the set of Ω0-valued, jointly Gaussian, centred, stationary
random fields η with the property that C
η
t,t′
∈ C(L−), and we write ‖η‖ | · |s := ‖C
η ‖ | · |s .
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Remark 2.4 Note that while C(L−) is a linear space,M0 is not, due to the non-linearity
of the map η 7→ C η .
Given an element η ∈ M0 and a mollifier ρ ∈ C
∞
c (D) with
∫
ρ(x)dx = 1, we call
the sequence ηε := η ∗ ρ(ε) ∈ M∞ an approximation of η. We say that a map X
fromM∞ into a topological space X extends continuously toM0 if there exists a map
Xˆ :M0 → X that extends X and is such that whenever η
ε ∈M∞ is an approximation of
η ∈M0 in the sense above, then X(η
ε) → X(η). We finally note that by Kolmogorov’s
continuity theorem for any ξ ∈M0(L−) there exists a version such that ξt is an element
of C
|t |s
s (D) almost surely for any t ∈ L−.
2.2.5 Modelled Distributions
We recall the terminology and notation from [11, Sec. 3, Sec. 6] of modelled distribu-
tions. Given a model Z ∈ M0 and γ > 0, η ∈ R we write D
γ,η for the space of singular
modelled distributions defined in [11, Def. 6.2] allowing a singularity at the hyperplane
t = 0. More precisely Dγ,η consists of all maps f : D → T<γ with the property that,
setting P = {z ∈ D : z0 = 0}, one has that
‖ f ‖γ,η,K := sup
z, z¯
sup
β<γ
(
‖ f (z)‖β
(|z0 |
1
s0 ∧ 1)(η−β)∧0
+
‖ f (z) − Γz, z¯ f (z¯)‖β
‖z − z¯‖
γ−β
s (|z0 |
1
s0 ∧ | z¯0 |
1
s0 ∧ 1)η−γ
)
(12)
is finite for any compact K ⊆ D. Here, the first supremum runs over all z, z¯ ∈ K\P with
the property that ‖z − z¯‖s ≤ |z0 |
1
s0 ∧ | z¯0 |
1
s0 . Given a sector V of Twe write D
γ,η
V
for
the space of f ∈ Dγ,η such that f (x) ∈ V for any x ∈ D, and we write D
γ,η
V
(Z) if we
want to emphasise the underlying model. Often we want to consider localized version
of these spaces that contain functions f that only live on a bounded time interval [0,T )
for some T > 0. We write Dγ,η,T for the space of all functions f : [0,T ) × Td → T<γ
satisfying the bound (12) for any compact K ⊆ [0,T ) × Td. The notation D
γ,η,T
V
and
D
γ,η,T
V
(Z) then have meanings analogue to above.
On the spacesD
γ,η
V
for γ > 0wedenote byR : D
γ,η
V
→ C
α∧η
| · |s
(D) the reconstruction
operator defined in [11, Prop. 6.9], provided that α ∧ η > −|s | + s(0), where α ≤ 0
denotes the regularity of the sector V .
Finally, we denote for any t ∈ L+ byKt the operator constructed in [11, (5.15)] acting
between D
γ,η
V
and Dγ+ |t |s,(η∧α)+ |t |s for any sector V of regularity α such that one has
RKt f = Kt ∗R f for any f ∈ D
γ,η . We also define the operatorPt f := Kt f +Rt ∗R f
for any f ∈ Dγ,η . Of course, the operators Kt and Pt depend slightly on γ. Since γ
will always be clear from the context, we leave it implicit in this notation.
In [11, Sec. 6] basic properties of certain maps (multiplication, differentiation,
integration, composition) between space of modelled distributions were derived and we
summarize them in Proposition A.1 below.
2.2.6 BPHZ Theorem
Given a smooth noise η ∈ M∞ we define as in [3, (6.23)] a character g
η
− on Tˆ
ex
−
by setting gη− (τ) := E(Π
ητ)(0) for any tree τ ∈ Tˆex− , and extending this linearly and
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multiplicatively, where Πη is such that Zη = Z(Πη) is the canonical lift of η. We then
define the BPHZ-character g
η
BPHZ ∈ G− as in [3, (6.24)] by setting
g
η
BPHZ(τ) := g
η
−(A˜
ex
− τ)
for any τ ∈ T ex− := {τ ∈ T
ex : |τ |− < 0}, and extending this linearly and multiplica-
tively. For any character g ∈ Gex− we use the notation M
g : Tex → Tex for the linear
operator given by
Mg := (g ⊗ Id)∆ex− ,
and for a smooth noise η ∈M∞ we set
Πˆ
η
BPHZτ := Π
ηMg
η
BPHZτ
for any τ ∈ T ex, and we defined the BPHZ-renormalized model Zˆ
η
BPHZ := Z(Πˆ
η
BPHZ),
compare [3, Thm. 6.17].
The following is then a direct consequence of [6].
Theorem 2.5 The map η 7→ Zˆ
η
BPHZ extends continuously to a map fromM0 into M
rand
0
.
Proof. See [6].
2.3 Singular SPDEs
In [2] the authors established a black box theorem for solving a large class of singular
SPDEs of the form (1). We briefly recall the notations introduced in this paper, as far as
we are going to need it later on. In order to unify the notation, we assume that #L+ = n
and #L− = m and we write (ut)t∈L+ and (ξt)t∈L− rather than (ui)i≤n and (ξj )j≤m. We
recall that we assume that for t ∈ L+ we are given a differential operator Lt involving
only spatial derivatives and such that ∂t −Lt admits a Green’s function Gt satisfying
Assumption [2, Ass. 2.6]. Furthermore, we recall from [2, Sec. 2.5] that we assume we
are given two functions reg : L → R and ireg : L+ → R satisfying [2, Def. 2.2] and [2,
Ass. 2.4]. We define
Cireg :=
⊕
t∈L+
C
ireg(t)
s (T
d)
and we writeS−ρ,ε :
⊕
t∈L−
C
|t |s
s (D) →
⊕
t∈L+
C∞(D) for the map given by [2, (A.11)],
and we assume that the initial condition uε
0
is of the form
uε0 (ξ) = S
−
ρ,ε(ξ)(0, ·) + ψ
ε(ξ)
for a sequence of Cireg-valued random fields ψε such that ψε → ψ in probability as
ε → 0.
We now recall the definition of the counter-terms appearing on the right hand side
of (5). For this we borrow some more notation from [2].
For t ∈ L+ we often write F
•
t
:= Ft in order to avoid case distinctions. The smooth
functions FΞ
t
are allowed to depend on Dkul where l ∈ L+ and where k ∈ N
d+1 ranges
over a finite set of multi-indices, say |k |s ≤ r. Consequently, it makes sense to define
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for any l ∈ L+ and k ∈ N
d+1 the derivative D(l,k)F
Ξ
t
of FΞ
t
in the direction of (Dkul).
We will reserve the symbol ∂ for derivatives in direction of space-time variables.
For any tree τ = (Tn,oe , t) ∈ T
ex and node µ ∈ N(τ) we write Ξ[µ] := t(e) if there
exists a (necessarily unique) edge e ∈ L(τ) with e↓ = µ. We write Ξ[µ] := • otherwise.
Moreover, we write n[µ] := #{e ∈ K(τ) : e↓ = µ}, and we write ej [µ], j ≤ n[µ] for
the n[µ] distinct edges e ∈ K(τ) such that e↓ = µ. Note that this is uniquely defined up
to order of ej [µ]. Finally, we write tj [µ] := t(ej [µ]) and k j [µ] := e(ej [µ]) for the type
and derivative decoration of ej [µ], respectively. Note that any tree τ ∈ T can now be
written in the form
τ = Xn(ρτ )Ξ[ρτ ]
n[ρτ ]∏
j=1
J
k j [ρτ ]
t j [ρτ ]
[τj ] (13)
for some decorated, typed trees τj ∈ T.
Definition 2.6 For l ∈ L+ we say that a tree τ ∈ T is l-non-vanishing if for any
µ ∈ N(τ) one has that (
∂n(µ)
n[µ]∏
j=1
D(t j [µ],k j [µ])
)
F
Ξ[µ]
t(µ)
(u,∇u, . . .) (14)
does not vanish identically for any smooth function u : D → RL+ , where we set
t(ρτ) := l, and t(µ) := t(µ
↓) if µ , ρτ . We write T
F
l
for the set of tree τ ∈ T that are
l-non-vanishing and are such that J0
l
[τ] ∈ T , and we write T F
l,−
for the set of τ ∈ T F
l
such that |τ |s < 0, and we write T˜
F
l
:= T F
l,−
⊔ {•}.
It follows from a straight forward inductive argument that the definition of l-non-
vanshing given above coincides with [2, Def. 2.9]. We now define the counter-terms
appearing in the renormalized equation.
Definition 2.7 For l ∈ L+ and τ ∈ T˜
F
l
we define the function
ΥFl [τ] :=
∏
µ∈N(τ)
(
∂n(µ)
n[µ]∏
j=1
D(t j [µ],k j [µ])F
Ξ[µ]
t(µ)
(u,∇u, . . .)
)
(15)
where we use the notation from Definition 2.6 for the type t(µ) ∈ L+.
Example 3 In case of stochastic heat equation (8) one has F•
t
= f and FΞ
t
= g.
Moreover, for the tree τ = from Example 2 one has
ΥFt [ ](u) = g
′(u)g(u).
Given a character g ∈ G− and a smooth noise η ∈ M∞(L−) we define the g-
renormalization of (1) by
∂tut = Ltut + Ft(u,∇u, . . .) +
∑
Ξ∈L−
FΞt (u,∇u, . . .)ηΞ +
∑
τ∈T F
t,−
g(τ)
S(τ)
ΥFt [τ](u,∇u, . . .).
(16)
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Here S(τ) ∈ N is a symmetry factor explicitly given in [2, (2.16)]. We are thus in
the setting of (5) with K = #T F
t,−
. Given initial conditions as above and letting uε be
the solution to (16) with η replaced by ξε and g replaced by gε
BPHZ
, then the statement of
[2, Thm. 2.13] precisely says that uε converges to some limit u in probability as ε → 0.
2.4 Gaussian Measure Theory
In this section we review basic facts about Gaussian measures on infinite dimensional
spaces as far as it is needed for the purpose of this paper. We follow in this section
mostly the lecture notes [10] for basic properties of the Cameron-Martin space. For
more details we refer the reader to standard literature [17]. Given a separable Fréchet
space Xwe call a centered probability measure µ on X equipped with the Borel sigma
field Gaussian if all finite dimensional projections of µ are Gaussian. A Gaussian
measure µ is uniquely determined by its covariance operator Cµ : X
∗ → Xdefined via
the identity l∗(Cµ(k
∗)) = Eµ[k∗l∗] for any k∗, l∗ ∈ X∗. We denote the image of the
covariance operator by
◦
Hµ ⊆ X and we equip this space with a scalar product given
by 〈h, k〉µ := E
µ[k∗l∗] where h∗, k∗ ∈ X∗ are such that Cµ(h
∗) = h and Cµ(k
∗) = k.
The closure Hµ of
◦
Hµ under the norm induced from this scalar product is a Hilbert
space know as Cameron-Martin space. It is well known that Hµ ֒→ X continuously,
the space Hµ determines the Gaussian measure µ uniquely, and one has the following
classical result due to Cameron and Martin [4].
Theorem 2.8 (Cameron-Martin) Let µ be a Gaussian measure on some Fréchet space
X and define for h ∈ X the operator Th : X→ X by Th(x) := x + h. Then one has
(Th)∗µ ≪ µ if and only if h ∈ Hµ and in this case one has (Th)∗µ ≃ µ.
We want to use non-degeneracy of the pathwise derivative in Cameron-Martin
directions to establish existence of densities. The classical Malliavin derivative im-
poses moment bounds on this derivative which are not available in our setting. An
approach more adapted to our situation is the notion of local Cameron-Martin Fréchet
differentiability, in the form introduced in [21, Def. 3.3.1].
Definition 2.9 Let Y be a Banach space. We call a Y-valued random variable X
on (X, µ) is locally Hµ-Fréchet differentiable if there exists a µ-null set N such that
for any ω ∈ Nc the map Hµ → Y, h 7→ X(ω + h), is Fréchet differentiable in a
Hµ-neighbourhood of the origin.
We note that this version of local H-Fréchet differentiability was also used in [5,
Def. 2.2] and [8, Def. 4.1]. If X is locally Hµ-Fréchet differentiable we denote its
Hµ-Fréchet derivative by DX . The main motivation for this definition is the criterion
by Bouleau-Hirsch [1] for the existence of densities. In order to deal with situations in
which we the solution does not exist globally, we use a slightly generalized version, and
for this we make the following construction. Let U ⊆ X be a measurable subset of X.
We say that U is Hµ-open if for any x ∈ U there exists ε > 0 such that for any h ∈ Hµ
with ‖h‖Hµ < ε one has x + h ∈ U. We fix an Hµ-open set U and we define for ε > 0
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the set Uε as the ε-involution of U in Hµ, i.e.
Uε := {x ∈ U : ∀h ∈ Hµ with ‖h‖Hµ ≤ ε one has x + h ∈ U}.
We then assume that there exists a sequence of locally Hµ-Fréchet differentiable random
variables ϕε : X→ R for ε > 0 that approximates the indicator function IU from the
inside in the sense that one has 0 ≤ ϕε ≤ 1, and ϕε(x) = 1 for any x ∈ Uε and
ϕε(x) = 0 for x ∈ U
c. If such a sequence exists, we say that U can be approximated
from the inside.
Theorem 2.10 (Bouleau-Hirsch) Let X be an Rn-valued random variable on a Gaus-
sian probability space (X, µ)with separable Cameron-Martin space Hµ, and letU ⊆ X
be an Hµ-open measurable subset of X such that U can be approximated from the in-
side. Let moreover ΩX ⊆ X be the event that DX has full rank, and assume that
µ(U∩ΩX ) > 0. Then X conditioned on the eventU ∩ΩX admits a density with respect
to Lebesgue measure.
Proof. See [5, Prop. 2.4].
We will see that the time of existence τ is lower semi-continuous with respect to
Hµ-translations, see Remark 3.22 below, which implies in particular that the event
{τ > T } is Hµ-open. The fact that {τ > T } can be approximated from the inside can
be shown exactly as in [5, Lem. 5.3], and this leads to the following.
Corollary 2.11 Under Assumption 1, let T > 0, let u ∈ Creg((0,T ) × Td) be the
solution to a singular SPDE of the form (1) on a Gaussian probability space (Ω,P), let
X : Creg((0,T ) × Td) → Rn be a C1 map, and assume that P(ΩX(u) ∩ {τ > T }) > 0.
Then X(u) restricted on ΩX(u) ∩ {τ > T } admits a density with respect to Lebesgue
measure.
We now implement the general constructions from this section in the situation
that the underlying Fréchet space is given by Ω =
⊕
t∈L−
D′(D), and the Gaussian
probability measure P on Ω is a stationary, centred Gaussian measure such that its
covariance CP is an element of C(L−). Note in particular that in this case the random
field ξ which P-almost surely agrees with the identity onX is an element ofM0. Given
such a Gaussian measure P, we will henceforth use the convention that ξ denotes this
particular random Gaussian field, while η will still be used to denote more general
random fields on Ω whose laws under P are Gaussian. We will usually leave the
measure P implicit in the notation and one should always think of P as arbitrary but
fixed. It is straightforward to see that the space
◦
Hξ is then given by
◦
Hξ = {(
∑
t′∈L−
C
ξ
t,t′
∗ ϕt′)t∈L− : ϕt′ ∈ C
∞
c (D) for any t
′ ∈ L−}.
It follows in particular that one has
◦
Hξ ⊆ Ω∞(L−).
We finish this section by introducing the following terminology.
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Definition 2.12 Given a kernel C ∈ C(L−) we write
◦
H[L−,C ] for the space given by
◦
H[L−,C ] = {(
∑
t′∈L−
Ct,t′ ∗ ϕt′)t∈L− : ϕt′ ∈ C
∞
c (D) for any t
′ ∈ L−},
endowed with the scalar product 〈·, ·〉H [L−,C ] given by
〈h, k〉H [L−,C ] :=
∑
t,t′∈L−
∫
D×D
dxdy Ct,t′(x − y)ϕt′(x)ψt(y) (17)
for any h, k ∈
◦
H[L−,C ], where ϕ, ψ ∈ C
∞
c (D) are such that h = (
∑
t′∈L− Ct,t
′ ∗ ϕt′)t∈L−
and k = (
∑
t′∈L−
Ct,t′ ∗ ψt′)t∈L− . Finally, we write H[L−,C ] for the Hilbert space given
as the closure of
◦
H[L−,C ] under the induced norm.
It is then not hard to see that for any ξ as above one has that
◦
H[L−,C
ξ ] and
H[L−,C
ξ ] agree with
◦
Hξ and Hξ , respectively.
3 Extension and Translation of Models
In this section we introduce the main technical tools and show key estimates needed
to prove Theorem 1.3. On the technical level, pathwise differentiability (in Cameron
Martin directions) of solutions to singular SPDEs can be effectively studied by intro-
ducing an extended regularity structure. The basic idea, which was already used in [5],
is to extend the regularity structure Tex by adding for any noise type Ξ a new noise
type Ξˆ, which plays the role of an abstract place holder for a fixed Cameron-Martin
function. We perform this extension in two separate steps. We first construct in a purely
algebraic step, using the formalism developed in [3], an extended regularity structure.
Afterwards we show in an analytic step, building up on the result from [6], that any
fixed Cameron-Martin function h can be indeed be "lifted" to a renormalized extended
model, and, crucially, this lift is locally Lipschitz continuous in h.
For any r ∈ R the original regularity structure then maps into the extended structure
via a map Sr , which is essentially the multiplicative extension of the map Ξ 7→ Ξ+ rΞˆ.
Conversely, any extended model maps onto a model for the original structure via the
"dual" map S ∗r , which can be viewed as implementing this shift on an analytic level.
At the end of this section we are going to lift abstract fixed point problems to
the extended regularity structure, and, using the shift operator, we also make sense of
shifted fixed point problems.
3.1 Extension of the Regularity Structure
In the sequel it will be useful to consider general extensions of the set of noise types,
and we are led to make the following general construction. Given a finite set I we define
a new set of noise types by LˆI− := L− × I , and we write L
I
− := L− ⊔ Lˆ
I
−. We call L
I
− the
extended set of noise types. We also define the extended set of types by LI := LI− ⊔L+.
There exists a natural map q : LI → L, which acts as the identity on L and removes
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the second variable on LˆI−, i.e. one has q(Ξ, i) := Ξ for any Ξ ∈ L− and any i ∈ I . We
extend the homogeneity assignment | · |s to L
I
− by setting |(Ξ, i)|s := |Ξ|s for any Ξ ∈ L−
and any i ∈ I . In order to avoid case distinctions, we will sometimes add a distinct
element⋆ to the index set by setting I⋆ := I ⊔ {⋆}, and we identify LI− with L− × I
⋆.
Starting from the set of noise-types LI− and the (unchanged) set of kernel-types L+,
we can consider an extension of the rule R to a rule RI , which is defined by allowing
any appearance of any noise types Ξ ∈ L− being replaced by any extended noise type
of the form (Ξ, i) for i ∈ I .
To be more precise, with the notationNI := NL
I×Nd+1 , we define a rule RI : LI →
2N
I
\{∅} by setting
RI (t) := {N ∈ NI : qN ∈ R(t)} (18)
for any t ∈ L+, and R
I (t) := {∅} for t ∈ LI−. Here, we define qN ∈ N
L×Nd+1 by setting
(qN)(t,k) :=
∑
qt˜=t
N(t˜,k) (19)
for any t ∈ L and any k ∈ Nd+1, where the sum runs over all t˜ ∈ LI with qt˜ = t. The
following Lemma shows that one can construct a regularity structure Tex[I] starting
from the extended rule RI as in [3].
Lemma 3.1 For any finite set I the rule RI is a complete and subcritical rule. In
particular, we can define the extended regularity structure Tex[I] as in [3, Sec. 5.5].
Then Tex[I] coincides with the span of all decorated trees τ = (Tn,oe , t) with t : E(T ) →
L and with the property that (Tn,oe ,qt) ∈ T
ex.
Proof. In order to see that RI is subcritical, recall from [3, Def. 5.14] and the fact that
R is subcritical that there exists a function reg : L → R with the property that
reg(t) < |t |s + inf
N ∈R(t)
reg(N) (20)
for any t ∈ L. We extend reg to a function reg : LI → R by setting reg(t) := reg(qt)
for any t ∈ LI . Then one has reg(N) = reg(qN), where qN is as in (19), and thus the
fact that (20) holds for any t ∈ LI is a trivial consequence from the respective bound
for qt and the fact that |qt |s = |t |s . Completeness (c.f. [3, Def. 5.20]) is a little tedious
to verify, but completely straight forward.
Note that we could always consider the completion of RI as in [3, Prop. 5.21], so
that showing completeness is not really crucial. The construction in [3, Sec. 5.5,Sec.6]
results in a number of spaces which are all completely determined by the rule RI . We
adopt the convention that we use the notation X[I] to denote a space X constructed from
RI , and we sometimes drop [I] from the notation, whenever I is clear from the context.
In particular, we write Tˆex− [I] and Tˆ
ex
+
[I] for algebras constructed in [3, Def. 5.26], we
write Tex− [I] and T
ex
+
[I] for the Hopf algebras constructed in [3, (5.23)], and we write
Gex
+
[I] and Gex− [I] for the character group of T
ex
+
[I] and Tex− [I], respectively, compare
[3, Def. 5.36].
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For τ ∈ Tex[I] we write Lˆ(τ) := {u ∈ L(τ) : t(u) ∈ LˆI−}. One has the obvious
embedding Tex ֒→ Tex[I], and multiplicatively extended we obtain a Hopf algebra
monomorphismTex− ֒→ T
ex
− [I]. This embedding between the Hopf algebras induces a
natural group monomorphism between their character groups Gex− ֒→ G
ex
− [I], which is
defined by extending any character g ∈ Gex− in such a way that g(τ) vanished for any tree
τ outside of Tex− . We will use all of these embeddings implicitly, so that in particular
we view Tex− as a sub Hopf algebra of T
ex
− [I], and we view G
ex
− as a subgroup of G
ex
− .
Given an admissible family Πτ ∈ C∞(D) for any τ ∈ Tex we write Z(Π) for the
admissible model constructed as in [3, (6.11),(6.12)] and we write similar to before
MI∞ and M
I
0
for the set of smooth reduced admissible models of the form Z(Π) and
for their closure in the space of models, respectively. For any finite set I we consider
the space M∞(L−) × Ω∞(Lˆ
I
−), and we write elements of this set as tuples (η, h) or
(η, (hi)i∈I ), with h ∈ Ω∞(Lˆ
I
−) and hi ∈ C
∞(D), depending on the situation. Note that
one has (η, h) ∈ Ω∞(L−) almost surely, and thus the canonical lift of (η, h) to a random
admissible model Zη,h ∈ MI∞ is well defined. Finally, we denote by
Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ := M
g
η
BPHZ Zη,h
the BPHZ renormalization. Here, we denote by g
η
BPHZ ∈ G
ex
− ⊆ G
ex
− the BPHZ character
for the smooth stationary noise η, and we use the convention introduced above to view
any character g ∈ Gex− also as a character of T
ex
− .
The particular case that I = {1} will play the most important role in the sequel.
In this case we use the shorter notation Ξˆ := (Ξ, 1) for any Ξ ∈ L−, and we write
Tex := Tex[{1}] and Gex− := G
ex
− [{1}], and similar for the other spaces defined above.
We call Tex the onefold extension of Tex. More generally, if I = {1, . . . , m}, then we
call Tex[I] the m-fold extension of Tex.
Extensions of the set of noise-types can be used to conveniently encode shifts and
differences between canonical lifts of smooth functions to models. This construction
will allow us later in particular to almost automatically obtain Lipschitz bounds from
uniform bounds applied to extended regularity structures. We make two constructions
that we will use throughout the paper. For this, letTex be a regularity structure obtained
from some noise-type set L−, and let as above T
ex be its onefold extension.
The first constructions concerns "shifts" of models. For this, we introduce the
operator S : Tex → Tex by setting
S (τ, t) :=
∑
t˜
(τ, t˜) (21)
for any typed, decorated tree (τ, t) ∈ Tex, where the sum over t˜ runs over all maps
t˜ : E(τ) → L− such that qt˜ = t. The shift operator algebraically encodes a binomial
expansion of a tree τ when it is interpreted for the "shifted" noise f + h. The following
Lemma shows in particular that this binomial expansion interacts nicely with the action
of renormalization.
Lemma 3.2 For any h, k ∈ Ω∞(L−)write Z
h+k
= (Πh+k, Γh+k) and Zh,k = (Πh,k, Γh,k).
Then, for any g ∈ Gex− one has the identity
Πh+kz M
g
= Πh,kz M
g
S . (22)
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on Tex for any z ∈ D.
Example 4 As an example, consider the tree form Example 2. We graphically
represent the shifted noise type Ξˆ by , so that one has S = + + + . The left
and the right hand side of equation (22) for g = 1⋆ then read respectively Πh+kz =
((h + k) ∗ K)(z)(h(z) + k(z)) and Πh,kz S = (h ∗ K)(z)h(z) + (h ∗ K)(z)k(z) + (k ∗
K)(z)h(z) + (k ∗ K)(z)k(z).
Proof. For the identity element g = 1∗ ∈ Gex− , this follows directly from the definition of
the canonical lift and the definition of the shift operator (21). Indeed, since the canonical
lift is multiplicative, it suffices to show (22) on planted trees τ. If τ = Ξ for someΞ ∈ L−,
then S τ = Ξ + Ξˆ, and one has Πh+kz τ = h + k = Π
h,k
z Ξ + Π
h,k
z Ξˆ = Π
h,k
z S τ. Finally,
if τ = Jk
t
σ with t ∈ L+, then one has S τ = J
k
t
S σ, and the result follows inductively
from the respective identity for σ and the admissibility condition [11, (8.19)], see also
[3, (6.13)].
If g , 1∗ we use the fact that S commutes with the co-product (see Lemma 3.15)
below) and the fact that by our convention g vanishes outside ofTex− , which by definition
of S implies in particular that one has the identity gS = g on Tex− . It follows that one
has
MgS = (g ⊗ Id)∆ex− S = (gS ⊗ S )∆
ex
− = (g ⊗ S )∆
ex
− ,
on Tex. Comparing this with Mg = (g ⊗ Id)∆ex− , the result follows by applying the first
part of the proof to the right components of these tensor products.
The second construction we are carrying out in this section concerns differences
between shifts of canonical lifts. To this end we consider the sets I := {h} and
J := {h,k,h− k} and the corresponding extended noise-type sets LI− = L− ⊔ L− × I
and LJ− = L− ⊔ L− × J. We write elements in Ω∞(L
I
−) and Ω∞(L
J
−) as pairs (h, h
h) and
quadrupels (h, hh, hk, hh−k), respectively.
In order to construct the next operator, it will be helpful to fix for any tree τ ∈ Tex[I]
a total order  on Lˆ(τ). We then define an linear operator A : Tex[I] → Tex[J] by
setting for any typed, decorated tree (τ, t) ∈ Tex[I]
A (τ, t) :=
∑
u∈Lˆ(τ)
(τ, t[u]),
where we define for any u ∈ Lˆ(τ) the type map t[u] : E(τ) → LJ by setting
t[u]e :=

(t
(1)
e ,h) if e ∈ Lˆ(τ), e ≺ u
(t
(1)
e ,h− k) if e ∈ Lˆ(τ), e = u
(t
(1)
e ,k) if e ∈ Lˆ(τ), u ≺ e
te if e ∈ E(τ)\Lˆ(τ)
(23)
for any edge e ∈ E(τ). Here, t
(1)
e denotes the first component of te, so that te = (t
(1)
e ,h)
for any e ∈ Lˆ(τ). We write A  and t[u] if we want to highlight the underlying family
of total orderings on the sets L(τ) for τ ∈ T ex− used to construct A . The point of this
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total ordering is that we want to expand the difference Π
f ,h
z − Π
f ,k
z into a telescoping
sum, and the statement below will be valid for any total order of Lˆ(τ). We will use this
telescopic sum later on in order to obtain almost automatically local Lipschitz bounds
from uniform bounds. The next Lemma shows in particular that this telescopic sum
interacts nicely with the action of renormalization.
Lemma 3.3 For any f , h, k ∈ Ω∞(L−) write Z
f ,h := (Π f ,h, Γ f ,h) and Z f ,h,k,h−k :=
(Π f ,h,k,h−k, Γ f ,h,k,h−k) for the canonical lifts of ( f , h) and ( f , h, k, h − k) to models in
MI∞ and M
J
∞, respectively. Then, for any g ∈ G
ex
− one has the identity
Π
f ,h
z M
g − Π
f ,k
z M
g
= Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z M
g
A (24)
on Tex[I] for any z ∈ D.
Proof. Assume first that g = 1∗ and fix τ ∈ Tex[I]. The proof is somewhat complicated
by the fact that A is not multiplicative with respect to the tree product due the arbitrary
choice of . However, using an argument similar to the one given in the proof of
Lemma 3.2, going inductively in the size of the tree, it is straight forward to see that
one has the identity
Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z (τ, t
[u]) = Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z (τ, t

+
[u]) − Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z (τ, t

− [u])
for any u ∈ Lˆ(τ), where we define t
+
[u] and t− [u] as in (23), but in the case e = u with
right hand side replaced by
t
+
[u]u := (t
(1)
u ,h) and t

− [u]u := (t
(1)
u ,k).
Now, directly from the definition we get that whenever u, v ∈ Lˆ(τ) are adjacent with
respect to  and such that u  v, then one has that t
+
[u] = t− [v], so that Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z A τ
turns into a telescopic sum, which is equal to
Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z (τ, t

+
[max

L(τ)]) − Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z (τ, t

− [min

L(τ)]) = Π
f ,h
z τ − Π
f ,k
z τ.
For a general character g ∈ Gex− , note that the first part of the proof implies in
particular that Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z A
 is independent of . Since moreover by our convention
the character g vanished outside of Tex− it follows with an argument almost identically
to the one given in Lemma 3.2 for the shift operator S that A satisfies the following
identity
(g ⊗ Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z )∆
ex
− A = (g ⊗ Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z A )∆
ex
−
on Tex[I] 4 . We conclude as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.
4Note however that such an identity is not true on the purely algebraic level, that is, without hitting the
right component on both sides with the operator Π
f ,h,k,h−k
z . Indeed, since a tree τ can contain multiple
subtrees which are different as subtrees in τ but identical as algebraic objects, there is in general no choice
of total order  on Lˆ(τ) for any tree τ ∈ Tex with the property that such a statement becomes true.
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3.2 Extension of Models
We now assume that we are given a partition of the set of noise-types into L− = L
rand
− ⊔
Ldet− . We want to consider noises which are random, centred, stationary and Gaussian
for Ξ ∈ Lrand− and deterministic for Ξ ∈ L
det
− . To this end, we introduce the notation that
given a pair (η, f ) ∈ M∞(L
rand
− ) × Ω∞(L
det
− ) we write Z
η, f fo the canonical lift of the
tupel η ⊔ f to a random model. In such a situation, we furthermore want to consider a
modification of negative renormalization that only takes into account diverging subtrees
τ which have the property that all leaves u ∈ L(τ) have types t(u) ∈ Lrand− . Denoting
the set of trees τ ∈ T ex− with this property by T
ex
− [L
rand
− ], we define the character
g
η
BPHZ ∈ G
ex
− on trees τ ∈ T
ex
− by setting g
η
BPHZ(τ) := EΠ
ηA˜ex− τ(0) if τ ∈ T
ex
− [L
rand
− ],
and g
η
BPHZ(τ) = 0 otherwise, and extending this linearly and multiplicatively. Finally, we
define the renormalized model by
Zˆ
η, f
BPHZ := M
g
η
BPHZ Zη, f .
We write Lrand(τ) and Ldet(τ) for the set of u ∈ L(τ) with the property that t(u) ∈
Lrand− and t(u) ∈ L
det
− , respectively.
Remark 3.4 We are mainly going to be interested in the setting where Tex is itself a
one-fold extension with noise types L− ⊔ Lˆ−, and one has L
rand
− = L− and L
det
− = Lˆ−.
Note that in this case the notation of canonical lifts Zη, f and the BPHZ character g
η
BPHZ
introduced above coincides with the notation introduced in Section 3.1.
We recall that, following arguments similar to [11, Thm. 7.8], see also [6], con-
vergence of Zˆ
ηε
BPHZ =: (Πˆ
ηε , Γˆη
ε
) in Mrand
0
can essentially be reduced to bounds of the
form
E|(Πˆ
ηε
z τ)(φ
λ
z )|
2 . λ2 |τ |s+κ (25)
uniformly in λ ∈ (0, 1), for some κ > 0, any τ ∈ T of negative homogeneity and any
φ ∈ C∞c (D), compare [11, Thm. 7.8]. These moments can be conveniently represented
as a finite sum over BPHZ-renormalized evaluations of graphs, each obtained via a
"pairing" of the leaves of two disjoint copies of τ, and the bound (25) follows from
bounding each of these contractions separately. This was carried out in [6] by applying
a purely analytical BPHZ theorem for (hyper-)graphs. In the sequel we will need to
work with a slightly different formulation of this analytical bound and in order to state
it we introduce some notation. We begin with a simple lemma.
Lemma 3.5 Given w, z ∈ D and a tree τ ∈ T there exists a unique locally integrable
function Λz;wτ : D
L(τ) → R, smooth away from the big diagonal5 and away from w, z,
symmetric under any permutation σ of L(τ) with the property that t ◦ σ = t, and such
that one has
Π
η
wτ(z) =
∫
DL(τ )
dx Λz;wτ(xL(τ))
∏
u∈L(τ)
ηt(u)(xu).
for any η ∈ Ω∞.
5The big diagonal contains all x ∈ DL(τ ) such that there exists distinct u, v ∈ L(τ) such that xu = xv .
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Proof. The proof is straightforward using induction over the number of edges of τ, the
fact that the canonical lift is an admissible model, and the fact that Π
η
w is multiplicative
for the tree product.
Furthermore, for any f ∈ Ω∞(L
rand
− ) and C ∈ C(L
det
− ) we define the function
Λ
f ,C
z;w : D
Ldet(τ) → R by setting
Λ
f ,C
z;w τ(xLdet(τ)) :=
∫
DL(τ )
dyL(τ) Λz;wτ(yL(τ))
∏
u∈Lrand(τ)
ft(u)(yu)
∏
u∈Ldet(τ)
Ct(u)(xu − yu).
It follows thatΛ
f ,C
z;w is symmetric under any permutation σ of L
det(τ) with the property
that t ◦ σ = t on Ldet(τ), so that we can naturally view the domain of definition of
Λ
f ,C
z;w as D
mdet(τ), where mdet(τ) is the multiset given by mdet(τ) := [Ldet(τ), t], compare
the notation introduced in Section 2.1. We will switch frequently between these two
pictures in the sequel.
Given a Ldet− -valued multiset m and a kernel C ∈ C(L
det
− ), we let
◦
Hm,C be the space
given by all functions F ∈ C∞c (D
m) which can be written in the form
F(xm) :=
∫
Dm
dx¯mG(x¯m)
∏
u∈m
Ct(u)(xu − x¯u) (26)
for some G ∈ C∞c (D
m), endowed with the scalar product
〈F, F¯〉m,C :=
∫
Dm×Dm
dxmdx¯mG(xm)G¯(x¯m)
∏
u∈m
Ct(u)(xu − x¯u), (27)
whereG and G¯ are as in (26) for F and F¯ respectively, and we write Hm,C for the closure
of
◦
Hm,C under the induced norm. We also write T
ex[m] ⊆ Tex for the linear subspace
spanned by trees τ ∈ T ex with the property that one has mdet(τ) = m, and we note that
for any f ∈ Ω∞(L
rand
− ) and any w, z ∈ D one has
Λ
f ,C
z;w : T
ex[m] → Hm,C .
Finally, it follows directly from the definition of the coproduct∆ex− and the character
g
η
BPHZ that for any η ∈M∞(L
rand
− ) one has
Mg
η
BPHZ = (g
η
BPHZ ⊗ Id)∆
ex
− : T
ex[m] → Tex[m]
for any multiset m, so that it makes sense to define the random variable
Λ
η,C
z, z¯;wτ := 〈Λ
η,C
z;w M
g
η
BPHZτ , Λ
η,C
z¯;w M
g
η
BPHZτ〉m,C
for any τ ∈ Tex[m]. The following theorem contains the key analytic bound on which
the analysis below is bases on.
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Theorem 3.6 For any C > 0 and any compact K ⊆ D one has the bound
sup
w∈K
E
 ∫
D×D
dzdz¯Λ
η,C
z, z¯;wτ φ
λ
w(z)φ
λ
w(z¯)
 . λ2 |τ |s+θ (28)
uniformly over λ ∈ (0, 1), C ∈ C(Ldet− ) with ‖C ‖ | · |s ≤ C, and η ∈ M∞(L
rand
− ) with
‖η‖ | · |s ≤ C, for θ > 0 small enough and for any τ ∈ T of negative homogeneity and
any φ ∈ C∞c (D).
Remark 3.7 The reason for writing the above expression in this unusual way is that we
are going to apply Cauchy-Schwarz estimates in the Hilbert space Hm,C .
Proof. First note that we can replace Ct,t′ with a regularization C
ε
t,t′
:= Ct,t′ ∗ ρ
(ε)
for some symmetric, non-negative definite mollifier ρ and then take the limit ε → 0,
so that it suffices to show (28) for smooth kernels C ∈ C(Ldet− ). Furthermore, by
definition C ∈ C(Ldet− ) is non-negative definite when viewed as an integral operator on
L2(D)L
det
− , and as a consequence there exists a (unique) Gaussian, centred, stationary
noise η¯ ∈M∞(L
det
− ) with the property that
E[η¯t(φ)η¯t′(ψ)] = δt,t′
∫
D×D
dxdyCt(x − y)φ(x)ψ(y)
for any choice of test functions φ, ψ ∈ C∞c (D) and any t, t
′ ∈ Ldet− . Enlarging the
probability space (Ω,P) if necessary, we can additionally assume that Ω = (Ωrand ×
Ωdet) and P = Prand ⊗ Pdet for some probability measures Prand on Ωrand and Pdet on
Ωdet, respectively, and such that η respectively η¯ is a collection of random fields on
(Ωrand,Prand) respectively (Ωdet,Pdet). In particular, one has that η and η¯ are independent,
and we write ξ := η ⊔ η¯ ∈ M∞(L−). We denote as usual the BPHZ character for ξ by
g
ξ
BPHZ ∈ G
ex
− and we denote the BPHZ renormalized canonical lift of ξ to a model by
Zˆ
ξ
BPHZ = (Πˆ
ξ, Γˆξ ).
We first assume that the tree τ ∈ T has the property that for any noise type Ξ ∈ Ldet−
there exists at most one u ∈ L(τ) such that t(u) = Ξ. We claim that in this case one has
E
 ∫
D×D
dzdz¯Λ
η,C
z, z¯;wτ φ
λ
w(z)φ
λ
w(z¯)
 = E ∫
D
dzΠˆ
ξ
w(z)φ
λ
w(z)
2, (29)
from which (28) follows from Theorem 2.5. In order to see (29) note that from the
assumption on τ and the fact that ξt and ξt′ are independent for any t ∈ L
det
− and
any t′ ∈ Lrand− it follows that g
ξ
BPHZ vanishes on subtrees σ ⊆ τ with the property that
σ < Tex− [L
rand
− ], which in turn implies that one has the identity
Mg
η
BPHZτ = Mg
ξ
BPHZτ.
A fortiori it follows that one has
Λ
η,C
z, z¯;w = E
Pdet |Πˆ
ξ
w(z)Πˆ
ξ
w(z¯)| Prand − a.s.,
and (29) follows.
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In the general case, define for Ξ ∈ Ldet− the number m(Ξ) ∈ N∪{0} as the number of
noise-type edges u ∈ L(τ) with the property that t(u) = Ξ, and let m := maxΞ∈Ldet− m(Ξ).
We then consider the m-fold extension Tex[m] of Tex.
We define L[m],rand− := L
rand
− × [m]
⋆ and L[m],det− := L
det
− × [m]
⋆, and we define an
element C˜ ∈ C(L[m],det− ) by setting
C˜Ξ,Ξ′ := C˜Ξ,(Ξ′,k′) := 0 and C˜(Ξ,k),(Ξ′,k′) := δk.k′CΞ,Ξ′
for any Ξ,Ξ′ ∈ L− and any k, k
′ ∈ [m]. Moreover, we define Φ as the set of all type
maps t˜ : E(τ) → L[m]− such that t˜(e) = t(e) for any kernel-type edge e ∈ K(τ) and such
that the following holds.
• For any noise-type edge u ∈ Lrand(τ) one has t˜(u) = t(u).
• For any noise-type edge u ∈ Ldet(τ) one has t˜(u) = (t(u), k(u)) for some k(u) ∈
[m].
• For any noise-type Ξ ∈ Ldet− the map k restricted to LΞ(τ) := {u ∈ L(τ) : t(u) =
Ξ} is a bijection from LΞ(τ) onto [m(Ξ)].
We note the following consequences of this definition: For any t˜ ∈ Φ one has (τ, t˜) ∈
Tex[m] and (τ, t˜) satisfies the assumption of the first part of the proof. It remains to
apply the results of the first part to any of the trees (τ, t˜) individually, note that one has
Λ
η,C
z;w τ(xLdet(τ)) =
1
S
∑
t˜∈Φ
Λ
η,C
z;w (τ, t˜)(xLdet(τ)),
and use a Cauchy-Schwarz estimate. Here S is a symmetry factor given by S =∏
Ξ∈Ldet−
m(Ξ)!.
In order to continue, we first note a relation between the norms of the spaces
H[Ldet− ,C ] defined in (17) and ‖ · ‖m,C defined in (27).
Lemma 3.8 Let m be any multi-set with values in Ldet− , let C ∈ C(L
det
− ), let h ∈
H[Ldet− ,C ], and define h ∈ Hm,C by setting
h :=
⊗
u∈m
ht(u).
Then one has
‖h‖m,C . (‖h‖H [Ldet− ,C ])
#m.
Proof. By definition (27), it suffices to show the statement for #m = 1. In this case write
t ∈ Ldet− for the type such that one has m = {t} and note that, writing πt : H[L
det
− ,C ] →
H[Ldet− ,C ] for the projection given by (πt(k))t′ := ktδt,t′ for any k ∈ H[L
det
− ,C ], we
have the equality ‖h‖m,C = ‖πth‖H [Ldet− ,C ]. The result now follows from the fact that the
πt is a continuous projection, since both kernel and range of πt are closed in H[L
det
− ,C ].
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Recall that for τ ∈ Tex we defined the multiset mdet(τ) = [Ldet(τ), t], and with this
notation we define for any h ∈ H[Ldet− ,C ] the quantities
hhτ :=
⊗
u∈mdet(τ)
ht(u) and [h]τ := ‖h
h
τ ‖mdet(τ),C . (30)
We stress that [·]τ fails to be a semi-norm unless #m
det(τ) = 1. Our ultimate goal is to
show that (η, f ) 7→ Zˆ
η, f
BPHZ extends continuously to η ∈ M0(L
rand
− ) and f ∈ H[L
det
− ,C ]
for any kernel C ∈ C(Ldet− ). As a preparation for this statement, we show the following
result.
Proposition 3.9 Let Tex be a regularity structure constructed as in Section 2.2 satis-
fying Assumption 2, and let L− = L
det
− and L
rand
− = ∅. Let moreover C ∈ C(L−) be a
kernel. Then the mapΩ∞(L−) → M∞(L−), h 7→ Z
h , extends to a continuous map from
H[L−,C ] into M0(L−) which is locally Lipschitz continuous in the sense that for any
γ ∈ R, any compact K ⊆ D and any R > 0 one has
9Zh; Zk9γ,K . ‖h − k‖H [L−,C ] (31)
uniformly over all h, k ∈ H[L−,C ] with ‖h‖H [L−,C ] ∨ ‖k‖H [L−,C ] < R.
Proof. For any fixed γ > 0 and compact K ⊆ D the pseudo metric 9·; ·9γ,K induces a
complete metric space M0(K) via metric identification, so that it is sufficient to show
that one has the bound (31) for any h, k ∈
◦
H[L−, C]; note for this that
◦
H[L−, C] is dense
in H[L−, C], and thus any such local Lipschitz map has a unique extension to H[L−, C]
which is again locally Lipschitz, and this concludes the proof. Following arguments
identical to [11, Thm. 10.7], it suffices to show that for any tree τ ∈ T of negative
homogeneity and any φ ∈ C∞c (D) with supp φ ⊆ B1(0) there exists θ > 0 such that one
has the bound
|(Πhz τ − Π
k
z τ)(φ
λ
z )| . λ
|τ |s+θ ‖h − k‖H [L−,C ] (32)
uniformlyover h, k ∈
◦
H[L−,C ]with ‖h‖H [L−,C ]∨‖k‖H [L−,C ] ≤ R, z ∈ K and λ ∈ (0, 1).
We first show that one has the bound
|Πhz τ(φ
λ
z )| . λ
|τ |s+θ[h]τ . (33)
uniformly over h ∈
◦
H[L−,C ] with ‖h‖H [L−,C ] ≤ R, z ∈ K and λ ∈ (0, 1). For this we
use the identity
Πhz τ(y) = 〈Λ
0,C
y;z τ, h
h
τ 〉mdet(τ),C (34)
from which a Cauchy-Schwarz estimate on the Hilbert space Hmdet(τ),C shows that the
left hand side of (33) can be estimated by
‖hhτ ‖m(τ),C ‖Fz ‖m(τ),C ,
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where Fz(xL(τ)) :=
∫
D
dy Λy;zτ(xL(τ))φ
λ
z (y). Comparing the second term in this expres-
sion with Theorem 3.6, the estimate (33) follows.
The bound (32) is now an almost immediate consequenceof (33) applied to extended
regularity structure and Lemma 3.3 applied for g = 1∗. Indeed, first note that one has
for any typed tree (τ, t) ∈ Tex the identity 6
Πhz (τ, t) = Π
0,h
z (τ, tˆ),
where on the right hand side we denote the canonical lift of (0, h) to a model for the
onefold extension Tex of Tex, and we write tˆ := t for any t ∈ L+. By Lemma 3.3 it
follows that one has
Πhz (τ, t) − Π
k
z (τ, t) = Π
0,h,k,h−k
z A (τ, tˆ).
Applying (33) to each tree on the right hand side of this identity, we obtain the desired
bound. Note for this that Lemma 3.8 implies in particular that [h]τ . ‖h − k‖H [L−,C ]
uniformly over all h, k ∈ H[L−,C ] with ‖h‖H [L−,C ] ∨ ‖k‖H [L−,C ] < R.
The main stochastic ingredient for the proof of Theorem 3.11 below is the following
bound, for which we introduce the notation Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ = (Πˆ
η,h, Γˆη,h) for any η ∈M∞(L
rand
− ).
We then have the following.
Proposition 3.10 Let Tex be a regularity structure constructed as in Section 2.2 satis-
fying Assumption 2, and assume that we are given the decomposition L− = L
det
− ⊔L
rand
− ,
and let C ∈ C(Ldet− ). Then there exists κ > 0 such that one has for any compact K ⊆ D,
any p ≥ 1, any C > 0, and any τ ∈ Tex, and any test function φ ∈ C∞c (D) the bound
sup
z∈K
E
[
sup
h∈H [Ldet− ,C ]
1
[h]τ
|(Πˆ
η,h
z τ)(φ
λ
z )|
]2p
. λ2p |τ |s+2pκ (35)
uniformly over λ ∈ (0, 1) and η ∈M∞(L
rand
− ) with ‖η‖ | · |s ≤ C.
Proof. First note that Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ is almost surely well defined for any η ∈M∞(L
rand
− ) and any
h ∈ H[Ldet− ,C ] by Proposition 3.9. Furthermore, using Gaussian hypercontractivity it
suffices to show this proposition for p = 1.
We now write hhτ ∈ Hmdet(τ),C for the function in (30), and we use the identity
Πˆ
η,h
w τ(z) = Π
η,h
w M
g
η
BPHZτ(z) = 〈Λˆ
η,C
z;w M
g
η
BPHZτ , hhτ 〉mdet(τ),C
so that by Cauchy-Schwarz we obtain the estimate
|(Πˆ
η,h
z τ)(φ
λ
z )| ≤
 ∫
D×D
dzdz¯Λ
η,C
z, z¯;wτ φ
λ
w(z)φ
λ
w(z¯)
 12 ‖hhτ ‖m,C
The result now follows from Theorem 3.6.
We demonstrate the idea of the proof of Proposition 3.10with the following example.
6Recall the notation L− = L− ⊔ Lˆ−.
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Example 5 We consider a situation similar to Example 2, but this time we assume we
have two noise typesL− = { , }with ∈ L
rand
− and ∈ L
det
− , andwewriteH := H[{ },C ].
We want to derive in detail the bound (35) for and p = 1. First, we can write
E[sup
h
1
‖h ‖H
|Πˆ
η,h
z (φ
λ
z )|]
2
= E‖Πˆ
η,δy
z (φ
λ
z )‖
2
H
where on the right hand side we take the ‖ · ‖H -norm of the map y 7→ Πˆ
η,δy
z (φ
λ
z ),
where δy denotes the δ-distribution centred around y. This is a slight abuse of notation,
explicitly this expression is equal to
Πˆ
η,δy
z (φ
λ
z ) =
∫
dx η(x)K(x − y)φλz (y).
Now, let η˜ ∈ M0 be a Gaussian noise independent of η and such that E[η˜(x), η˜(y)] =
C (x − y). It then follows from the definition of the Hilbert space H that we have the
identity
E‖Πˆ
η,δy
z (φ
λ
z )‖
2
H = E|Πˆ
η,η˜
z (φ
λ
z )|
2.
From this expression we obtain the bound (35) from [6].
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.11 Assume we are given the decomposition L− = L
det
− ⊔ L
rand
− , and let
C ∈ C(Ldet− ). Then the mapM∞(L
rand
− ) ×Ω∞(L
det
− ) → M
rand
∞ , (η, h) 7→ Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ extends to
a continuous map fromM0(L
rand
− ) × H[L
det
− ,C ] into M
rand
0
.
Moreover, for any η ∈M0(L
rand
− ) there exists a null set N such that for any ω ∈ N
c
one has that the map h 7→ Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ(ω) is locally Lipschitz continuous in the sense for any
γ ∈ R, any compact K ⊆ D and any R > 0 one has
9Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ(ω); Zˆ
η,k
BPHZ(ω)9γ,K . ‖h − k‖H [Ldet− ,C ] (36)
uniformly over all h, k ∈ H[Ldet− ,C ] with ‖h‖H [Ldet− ,C ] ∨ ‖k‖H [Ldet− ,C ] < R.
Finally, given an approximation ηε ∈ M∞(L
rand
− ) of η there exists a subsequence
ε → 0 and a null set N with the property that ηε(ω) → η(ω) and Zˆ
ηε,h
BPHZ (ω) → Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ(ω)
for any h ∈ H[Ldet− ,C ] and ω ∈ N
c .
Remark 3.12 At this stage we point out a key difference between the present approach
and [5]. In the latter the authors obtain a stronger statement as they construct a determin-
istic continuous extension operator which is such that it maps (Zˆ
η
BPHZ(ω), h) onto Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ(ω)
for almost every fixed ω. This however comes at the expense of analytical difficulties
that could only be carried out in a very special case. In the current paper in contrast, the
analytic difficulties are bypassed by constructing the extension stochastically, which in
particular allows us to use the results of [6] to show the necessary analytic estimates.
This comes at the expense of a somewhat weaker statement but has the advantage of
being immediately completely general.
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Proof. We first note that as a consequence of Proposition 3.10 for any η ∈ M0(L
rand
− )
and h ∈ H[Ldet− ,C ] there exists a random variable Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ taking values in M0 such that
for some θ > 0 one has
E9Zˆ
ηε,h
BPHZ
9
p
γ,K . 1 and E9Zˆ
ηε,h
BPHZ
; Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ
9
p
γ,K . ε
θp (37)
uniformly in ε > 0, where ηε ∈ M∞(L
rand
− ) is an approximation of η. To see this,
note that the first bound above is a consequence of Proposition 3.10 using an argument
identical to the one given in [11, Thm. 10.7]. The existence of the extension Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ
and the second bound in (37) follow now along the usual lines, see for instance [11,
Sec. 10.4,10.5] or the proof of [6, Thm. 2.34].
To see (36), let η ∈ M0(L
rand
− ) and let η
ε ∈ M∞(L
rand
− ) be an approximation of
η. Let moreover H˜ ⊆ H[Ldet− ,C ] be a dense and countable subset. It suffices to fix a
subsequence ε → 0 such that Zˆ
ηε,h
BPHZ
→ Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ
almost surely for any h ∈ H˜ as ε → 0,
and to show that (36) holds almost surely with η replaced by ηε uniformly over ε > 0
and h, k ∈ H˜ with ‖h‖ ∨ ‖k‖ ≤ R, where we write ‖h‖ := ‖h‖H [Ldet− ,C ] from now on
in order to simplify notation. Upon choosing a sub-subsequence, this follows from the
estimate
E
[
sup
h,k∈H˜
‖h ‖∨‖k ‖≤R
‖h − k‖−1
H [Ldet− ,C ]
9Zˆ
ηε,h
BPHZ ; Zˆ
ηε,k
BPHZ 9γ,K
]
. 1 (38)
uniformly over ε > 0. Using again an argument identical to the one given in [11,
Thm. 10.7] we see that (38) is implied once we show for any fixed φ ∈ Crc (D) and any
τ ∈ Tex the bound
sup
x∈K
E
[
sup
h,k∈H˜
‖h ‖∨‖k ‖≤R
‖h − k‖
−2p
H [Ldet− ,C ]
|(Πˆ
ηε,h
x τ − Πˆ
ηε,k
x τ)(φ
λ
x)|
2p
]
. λ2p |τ |s+2pθ (39)
uniformly over λ ∈ (0, 1) for any p ≥ 1.
Wewill show this by applying (35) to the extended regularity structure constructed in
Lemma 3.3. For this consider the set J := {h,k,h−k} and we denote byLJ− = L−⊔Lˆ
J
−
the corresponding extended set of noise-types. The set LˆJ− comes with a natural
decomposition into LˆJ,det− := L
det
− × J and Lˆ
J,rand
− := L
rand
− × J.
We define ηε ∈M∞(L−) and, given h ∈ H˜, we define h ∈ Ω0(L− × {h}) by setting
ηεt :=
{
ηε
t
if t ∈ Lrand−
0 if t ∈ Ldet−
, h(t,h) :=
{
0 if t ∈ Lrand−
ht if t ∈ L
det
−
Now we note that one has for any (τ, t) ∈ Tex the identity Πˆ
(ηε,h)
x (τ, t) = Πˆ
ηε,h
x (τ, t˜),
where we set t˜ := t if t ∈ Lrand− ⊔L+ and t˜ := (t,h) if t ∈ L
det
− . By Lemma 3.3 it follows
that one has the identity
(Πˆ
ηε,h
x τ − Πˆ
ηε,k
x τ) = (Πˆ
ηε,h,k,h−k
x A τ),
and by definition of A we conclude that (35) implies (39).
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The fact that the null set N such that Zˆ
ηε,h
BPHZ (ω) → Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ(ω) for ω ∈ N
c can be
chosen independently of h ∈ H[Ldet− ,C ] is now a direct consequence of the uniform
bound of the local Lipschitz constants.
The main application of the previous theorem is the situation in which the regularity
structure is itself a onefold extension with noise types given by L− ⊔ Lˆ−, and one has
that Lrand− = L− and L
det
− = Lˆ−. This leads to the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.13 Let η ∈M0(L−) and let η
ε ∈M∞(L−) be an approximation of ξ. Then,
there exists a subsequence ε → 0 and a null set N ⊆ Ω such that the following holds.
For any ω ∈ Nc and h ∈ Hη one has that Zˆ
ηε,h
BPHZ
(ω) converges to Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ
(ω) as ε → 0,
and one has that for any ω ∈ Nc the map h 7→ Zˆ
η,h
BPHZ(ω) is locally Lipschitz continuous
from Hη into M0.
3.3 Shift of Models
We recall the map q : L → L from Section 3.1 defined as the identity on L and
mapping Ξˆ onto Ξ for any Ξ ∈ L−. We extend this map to a projection q : T
ex → Tex
by defining for any typed tree τ = (τ, t) ∈ Tex with type map t : E(T ) → L the tree
q(τ, t) := (τ,qt),
and extendingq linearly to all ofTex. An important role is then played by the following
operator, which generalizes the operator defined in (21).
Definition 3.14 For τ ∈ Tex we denote by S [τ] ⊆ Tex the set of trees σ ∈ Tex such
that qσ = τ. For any r ∈ R we define the linear operator Sr : T
ex → Tex by setting
for any tree τ ∈ T ex
Srτ :=
∑
σ∈S [τ]
rm(σ)σ.
where m(σ) := #Lˆ(σ). We call Sr the shift operator, and we write Sr [T
ex] ⊆ Tex for
the image of the shift operator.
Example 6 On the tree from Example 2, writing Ξ = and Ξˆ = , we obtain the
formula Sr = + r + r + r
2 .
We extend the shift operator linearly and multiplicatively to the algebras Tˆex− and Tˆ
ex
+
,
as well as to the Hopf algebras Tex− and T
ex
+
. The following is a simple consequence of
the definition.
Lemma 3.15 For any r ∈ R the shift operator Sr commutes with the action of both
∆ex− and ∆
ex
+
on Tex. In particular, its image Sr [T
ex] forms a sector in Tex and Sr
commutes with the action of renormalization Mg for any g ∈ Gex− . Moreover, Sr maps
T into T, is multiplicative under the tree product, and commutes with the operation of
compositions with smooth functions, integration and differentiation.
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Proof. The fact thatSr commuteswith the action of the co-products is tedious to verify,
but straightforward.
To see that Sr [T
ex] forms a sector, let Γ = (Id ⊗ γ)∆+ex for some character γ ∈ G
ex
+
as in [3, (6.12)]. Then one has
ΓSrτ = (Sr ⊗ γSr )∆
+
exτ ∈ Sr [T
ex]
for any τ ∈ Tex. Similarly, for any g ∈ Gex− one has
Sr M
g
= (g ⊗ Sr )∆
−
ex = (g ⊗ Id)(Sr ⊗ Sr )∆
−
ex = M
g
Sr .
Here we used the fact that by definition of the embedding Gex− ֒→ G
ex
− one has that
g = gSr for any g ∈ G
ex
− .
The remaining statements of the lemma are a simple consequence of the definitions.
It follows directly from the definition that the operator Sr is one to one, so that
we can define its inverse S −1r on the sector Sr [T
ex]. We now denote by7 S ∗r :
L(Tex, C∞(D)) → L(Tex, C∞(D)) andS ∗r : M∞ → M∞ the maps given respectively
by
(S ∗r Π)τ := ΠSrτ and S
∗
r (Z(Π)) := Z(S
∗
r Π).
Lemma 3.16 The map S ∗r : M∞ → M∞ is well defined and extends to a locally
Lipschitz map from M0 onto M0. Moreover, writing Z = (Π, Γ) ∈ M0 and S
∗
r (Z) =
(Π, Γ) ∈ M0, one has the identities
Πxτ = ΠxSrτ and Γxyτ = S
−1
r ΓxySr (40)
for any x, y ∈ D.
Proof. First note the right hand side of second identity in (40) makes sense, since by
Lemma 3.15 the image Sr [T] forms a sector, so that it is invariant under Γx,y .
In order to see that themapS ∗r : M∞ → M∞ is well defined, note first that it is clear
from the definition thatS ∗r maps admissibleΠ onto admissibleS
∗
r Π, so that it remains
to show the required analytic bounds. Noting that the map Sr leaves homogeneities of
trees invariant, these analytic bounds follow once we show that the identity (40) holds
for any Π and Γ given by the expressions [3, (6.11)] and [3, (6.12)], respectively, but
with Π replaced by S ∗r Π. But as a direct consequence of Lemma 3.15 it follows that
Sr commutes with the positive twisted antipode A˜
ex
+
, so that it follows that one has
fz(S
∗
r Π) = fz(Π)Sr , where fz is as in [3, (6.11)]. Plugging this into the respective
formulae for Π and Γ, the identities in (40) follow.
Finally, the fact that S ∗r extends to a locally Lipschitz map on M0 follows straight
forwardly from the identity (40) and the definition of the metric in the space of models
[11, (2.17)].
With this notation we have the following Theorem.
7We write L(X,Y) for the space of continuous linear maps from X to Y .
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Theorem 3.17 Let N ⊆ Ω be the null set constructed in Corollary 3.13. Then one has
for any ω ∈ Nc , any r ∈ R, and any h ∈ Hξ the identity8
Zˆ
ξ
BPHZ
(ω + rh) = S ∗r (Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ(ω)). (41)
As a consequence, there exists a fixed subsequence ε → 0 (independent of ω and h)
such that one has Zˆ
ξε
BPHZ(ω + h) → Zˆ
ξ
BPHZ(ω + h) for any ω ∈ N
c and h ∈ Hξ . Finally,
for any ω ∈ Nc the maps Hξ → M0 and H
ξ × Hξ → M0 given by h 7→ Zˆ
ξ
BPHZ(ω + h)
and (h, k) 7→ Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ(ω + k) are locally Lipschitz continuous.
Proof. By Theorem 3.11 it suffices to show (41) with ξ replaced by ξε for any ε > 0.
For this in turn it is sufficient to show the identity S ∗r (R
gZ f ,h) = RgZ f+rh for any
r ∈ R, any g ∈ G− and any f ∈ Ω∞, which is a simple consequence of Lemma 3.15.
The rest of Theorem 3.17 is then a direct consequence of Theorem 3.11 and the fact
that S ∗r is locally Lipschitz.
3.4 Lifts of Abstract Fixed Point Problems
We are going to describe a class of abstract fixed point problems on the spaces D
γ,η
V
that we are going to look at in the sequel.
Let V⊆ Tbe a sector spanned by a set of trees Vˆ. Then the space V⊆ Tspanned
by all trees σ ∈ S [τ] for some τ ∈ Vˆ forms a sector in T. More generally assume we
are given for any t ∈ L+ a sector Vt in T spanned by sets of trees Vˆt , we write Vt for
the sector in Tconstructed as above, and we write
V :=
⊕
t∈L+
Vt and V :=
⊕
t∈L+
Vt .
Moreover, assume we are given additionally exponents γ = (γt)t∈L+ and η = (ηt)t∈L+ .
For any model Z ∈ M0 we then define the space D
γ,η
V
(Z) and a system of semi norms
9 · 9γ,η,K for any compact K ⊆ D by
D
γ,η
V
(Z) :=
⊕
t∈L+
D
γt,ηt
Vt
(Z) and 9 f 9γ,η,K :=
∑
t∈L+
9 ft9γt,ηt,K .
We fix from now on families of sectors Vt and V¯t in T for t ∈ L+, both spanned
by sets of trees, and families of exponents γ = (γt)t∈L+ , η = (ηt)t∈L+ , γ¯ = (γ¯t)t∈L+ and
η¯ = (η¯t)t∈L+ with γt > 0 and γ¯t ≥ γt − |t |s and ηt, η¯t ∈ R. We then recall the following
terminology from [11, Sec. 7.3]
Definition 3.18 Given a model Z ∈ M0, we call a map F : D
γ,η
V
(Z) → D
γ¯, η¯
V¯
(Z)
locally Lipschitz if for any compact set K ⊆ D and any R > 0 one has the bound
9F( f ) − F(g)9γ¯,η¯,K . 9 f − g9γ,η,K (42)
8Recall our convention that ξ agrees with the identity on some Gaussian measure space almost surely, i.e.
one has ξ(ω) = ω.
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uniformly over all f , g ∈ D
γ,η
V
(Z) with 9 f 9γ,η,K ∨ 9g9γ,η,K ≤ R. Given a locally
Lipschitz map FZ : D
γ,η
V
(Z) → D
γ¯,η¯
V¯
(Z) for any model Z ∈ M0 we call F strongly
locally Lipschitz if for any Z ∈ M0 there exists a neighbourhood U of Z in M0 such
that for any compact set K ⊆ D, any R > 0 one has the bound
9FZ( f ); F Z¯ (g)9γ¯,η¯,K . 9 f ; g9γ,η,K + 9Z, Z¯9γ,K¯ (43)
uniformly over all models Z¯ ∈ U and f ∈ D
γ,η
V
(Z) and g ∈ D
γ,η
V
(Z¯) such that
9 f 9γ,η,K ∨ 9g9γ,η,K ≤ R. Here, we set K¯ := {x ∈ D : dist(x, K) ≤ 1}.
Following our usual convention, we will drop the dependence on the model Z from
the notationwhenever there is no room for confusion. We say that F is a strongly locally
Lipschitz family for (V, V¯) if we want to emphasise the underling sectors. We want
to consider a class of strongly locally Lipschitz families that admit lifts to the extended
regularity structure as described in the next definition.
Definition 3.19 Let F be a strongly locally Lipschitz family for (V, V¯). Then we call
a family FZ,(r) for Z ∈ M0 and r ∈ R a lift of F if for any fixed r ∈ R the family
F(r) = (FZ,(r))Z∈M0 is a strongly locally Lipschitz family for (V, V¯), one has that
FZ,(r)( f ) is jointly Lipschitz continuous in ( f , Z, r), i.e. one can strengthen (43) to
9FZ,(r)( f ); F Z¯,(s)(g)9γ¯,η¯,K . 9 f ; g9γ,η,K + 9Z, Z¯9γ,K¯ + |r − s| (44)
uniformly additionally for |r | ∨ |s| ≤ R, and one has the identity
SrF = F
(r)
Sr (45)
on V for any r ∈ R and Z ∈ M0. Here, on the left hand side of (45) we apply F for
the model S ∗r Z and on the right hand side we apply F
(r) for Z . We call F a C1-lift
if additionally one has that for any fixed model Z ∈ M0 the map (r, f ) 7→ F
(r)( f )
is a Fréchet differentiable map from R × D
γ,η
V
(Z) into D
γ¯,η¯
V¯
(Z) with strongly locally
Lipschitz continuous derivatives. In the case that such a (C1-) lift exists, we say that F
admits a (C1-) lift.
3.5 Shift of Abstract Fixed Point Problems
In this section, if not explicitly otherwise stated, we make the notational convention that
given Z ∈ M0 and r ∈ R we write
Z = (Π, Γ) and S ∗r Z = Z = (Π, Γ). (46)
We will show how to use lifts of strongly locally Lipschitz continuous non-linearities
to relate abstract fixed point problems for the model Z ∈ M0 to abstract fixed point
problems for Z ∈ M0 and consequently how to "shift" these fixed point problems in
directions of Cameron-Martin functions. We start with the following Lemma.
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Lemma 3.20 Fix r ∈ R and let V ⊆ T be a sector of regularity α. For any γ > 0,
η ∈ R and any Z ∈ M0 the map Sr is a Lipschitz continuous map from D
γ,η
V
(S ∗r Z)
into D
γ,η
V
(Z), and provided that η ≤ γ and α ∧ η > −s0 one has the identity
RS
∗
r Z f = RZSr f (47)
for any f ∈ D
γ,η
V
(S ∗r Z).
Finally,Sr maps strongly locally Lipschitz families (F
Z)Z∈M0 onto strongly locally
Lipschitz families (SrF
S
∗
r Z )Z∈M0 .
Proof. In order to see that Sr maps D
γ,η
V
(S ∗r Z) into D
γ,η
V
(Z), it suffices to use the
identity ΓxySr = SrΓxy given by Lemma 3.15 and to note that Sr does not change
homogeneities of trees. The identity (47) is a direct consequence from the properties of
the reconstruction operator, in particular [11, (3.3)], and the first identity in (40).
Let now F be a strongly locally Lipschitz family for (V, V¯) and let F (r) be a
lift of F . We assume from now on that the pairs of sectors (Vt, V¯t) are chosen such
that Pt : V¯t → Vt for any t ∈ L+. We also fix a strongly locally Lipschitz family
WZ ∈ D
γ,η
V
(Z) for Z ∈ M0, and we define for any Z ∈ M0 and r ∈ R the function
W (r),Z := SrW
S
∗
r Z (48)
so that W (r),Z ∈ D
γ,η
V
(Z) by Lemma 3.20.
We consider the fixed point problems for U and U
(r)
t
given by
Ut = Q<γtPt[I+Ft(U)] +Wt and U
(r)
t
= Q<γtPt[I+F
(r)
t
(U(r))] +W
(r)
t
. (49)
in D
γ,η
V
(Z) and D
γ,η
V
(Z) respectively for any model Z ∈ M0 and Z ∈ M0 and any
r ∈ R. Since γ¯t ≥ γt − |t |s and the right hand sides are locally Lipschitz continuous
by definition, it follows from [11, Thm. 7.8] (see also [2, Thm. 6.21]) that there exist
unique maximal solutions U and U(r) to these equations. We denote the maximal
time of existence by T (Z) and T (Z, r), respectively. We also define the stopping time
τ(ω) := T (Zˆ
ξ
BPHZ(ω)). In this setting, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.21 Fix Z ∈ M0 and r ∈ R, and let U and U
(r) be the unique solutions
to the fixed point equations (49) for the models S ∗r Z and Z , respectively. Then one has
U(r) = SrU. (50)
Proof. Since the solution to these fixed point equations are unique, we only need to
show that SrU satisfies the second equation in (49). For this note that
F
(r)
t
(SrU) = SrFt(U),
and since it follows directly from the definition that one has PtI+Sr = SrPtI+ the
result follows.
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We stress at this point that the function U on the right hand side of (50) depends
on r through the model S ∗r Z .
Remark 3.22 In [11, Thm. 7.3] it was shown that ifWZ is locally Lipschitz continuous
in the model, then the time of existence T = T (Z) of the solution U is a lower semi-
continuous map in the model Z . Proposition 3.21 shows that the time of existence of
U(r), Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ
(ω) is additionally locally Lipschitz continuous in r ∈ R.
Remark 3.23 The modelled distribution W (r),Z will be used in order to deal with the
initial condition. The assumption that WZ is locally Lipschitz continuous in the model
Z ∈ M0 is unreasonably strong, as it ends up imposing that the initial condition is a
locally Lipschitz continuousmap of themodel. For the existence of the localHξ -Fréchet
derivative it is sufficient to assume that for any ω ∈ Nc the map Hξ × R → D
γ,η
V
(Z)
given by
(h, r) 7→ W (r), Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ
(ω)
is locally Lipschitz continuous, which is a trivial consequence of the assumption that
the initial condition is locally Hξ -Fréchet differentiable. Under this less restrictive
assumption, the statement of Remark 3.22 is no longer true. However, this assumption
is still sufficient to ensure in the same way as above that the time of existence is lower
semi-continuous with respect to r, which ultimately ends up ensuring that the time of
existence of the solution u is lower semi-continuous with respect to Cameron-Martin
shifts. A similar Remark applies to the functions VZ,(r) and r0(Z,T ) introduced in
Proposition 4.1 below.
4 The Malliavin Derivative
We show in this section that the reconstructed solutions to the abstract fixed point
problems considered in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 admit a local Hξ -Fréchet derivative. In
Section 4.3 we apply this abstract result to singular SPDEs of the form (1).
4.1 Differentiability of the Solution to the Abstract Fixed Point
Problem
We show that U(r) is differentiable in r ∈ R with values in D
γ,η
V
. For this let F be a
C1-liftable, strongly locally Lipschitz family for a pair of sectors (V, V¯) = (Vt, V¯t)t∈L+
with the property that Pt : V¯t → Vt for any t ∈ L+, and let F
(r) be a C1-lift of F . Let
moreoverWZ ∈ D
γ,η
V
(Z) for Z ∈ M0 be a family as in the previous section, and assume
that additionally the map r 7→ W (r),Z defined as in (48) is Fréchet differentiable as a
map from R into D
γ,η
V
(Z) for any Z ∈ M0. Finally, for any Z ∈ M0 let U and U
(r) be
the solutions to (49) for S ∗r Z and Z , respectively. We then have the following.
Proposition 4.1 Under the assumption at the beginning of this section, for any Z ∈ M0
and any T < T (Z, 0) there exists r0 = r0(Z,T ) > 0 such that the map r 7→ U
(r) is C1
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as a map from (−r0, r0) into D
γ,η,T
V
(Z) and its derivative V (r) satisfies the fixed point
equation
V
(r)
t
= DF
(r)
t
(U(r))V (r) + (∂rF
(r)
t
)(U(r)) + ∂rW
(r)
t
. (51)
for any t ∈ L+. Moreover, the function V
(r) is strongly locally Lipschitz continuous in
the sense that for any Z ∈ M0 and any T < T (Z, 0) there exists a neighbourhood of U
of Z such that one has
9VZ,(r);V Z¯,(s)9
γ,η,T . 9Z; Z¯9γ,[−1,T+1]×Td + |r − s| (52)
uniformly over Z¯ ∈ U and r, s ∈ (−r0 + θ, r0 − θ) for any θ > 0.
Finally, r0(Z,T ) ∈ (0,∞] can be chosen as the supremum over all r0 > 0 such that
T < T (Z, s) for any s ∈ (−r0, r0), and with this choice for any fixed T the function
Z 7→ r0(Z,T ) is lower semicontinuous in Z ∈ M0.
Proof. We fix for the first part of the proof a model Z ∈ M0. By definition one has that
(r,U) 7→ F
(r)
t
(U) is a Fréchet differentiable map from R × D
γ,η,T
V
(Z) into D
γ¯,η¯,T
V¯
(Z)
for any model Z ∈ M0. In order to see that r 7→ U
(r) is Fréchet differentiable, we make
use of the implicit function theorem 9 on the map Φ : R × D
γ,η,T
V
(Z) → D
γ,η,T
V
(Z)
given by
Φ : (r,U) 7→ U − (Q<γtPt[I+F
(r)
t
(U)] +W (r))t∈L+
in a neighbourhood of (0,U(0)). Note that by (49) one has Φ(0,U(0)) = 0. Since
Q<γtPtI+ is a bounded linear operator from D
γ¯t,η¯t,T
V¯t
into D
γt,ηt,T
Vt
by Proposition A.1
it also Fréchet differentiable, and since by assumption one has that r 7→ W (r) is
Fréchet differentiable as well, it follows that Φ is a C1 map from R × D
γ,η,T
V
into
D
γ,η,T
V
. We now show that the derivative of Φ with respect to U is an isomorphism
D2Φ(r,U) : D
γ,η,T
V
(Z) → D
γ,η,T
V
(Z) for any (r,U) ∈ R × D
γ,η,T
V
. By definition, the
derivative D2Φ(r,U) is a bounded linear operator between these spaces, which is given
by
D2Φ(r,U)(V) = V − (Q<γtPt[I+DF
(r)
t
(U)V t])t∈L+, (53)
so that we are left to show that this expression is invertible. This is equivalent to solving,
for any fixed X ∈ D
γ,η,T
V
(Z) the equation D2Φ(r,U)(V) = X forV ∈ D
γ,η,T
V
(Z), which is
in the formof a fixed point problem and admits a unique solution by [11, Thm. 7.8]. This
follows from the fact that the map V t 7→ DF
(r)
t
(U)V t from D
γ,η,T
V
(Z) into D
γ¯,η¯,T
V¯
(Z) is
linear and continuous, and thus it is also Lipschitz continuous.
It now follows that there exists a neighbourhood UofU(0) and r0 > 0 and a (unique)
C1-function r 7→ u(r) ∈ Uwith u(0) = U(0) such that
Φ(r, u(r)) = 0 for r ∈ (−r0, r0).
9Compare [5, Prop. 4.7] and references therein where the idea to use the implicit function theorem to
show differentiability of the solution map was also present.
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By uniqueness of solutions to the fixed point problem (49) we infer that one has
necessarily u(r) = U(r), so that it follows in particular that U(r) is C1 in (−r0, r0). In
order to see the identity (51) for the derivative, note that at this point all functions
appearing in (49) are Fréchet differentiable in r ∈ (−r0, r0), so that (51) follows by
differentiating the right hand side of this identity.
In order to see (52) it suffices to show local Lipschitz continuity in r and Z separately.
The former follows from arguments identically to above, which shows the stronger
statement of Fréchet differentiability of V (r) in r. For the latter, by [11, Thm. 7.8] it
suffices to show that V t 7→ DF
(r)
t
(U(r))V t + (∂rF
(r)
t
)(U(r)) + ∂rW
(r)
t
is strongly locally
Lipschitz continuous between the spaces D
γ,η,T
V
and D
γ¯,η¯,T
V¯
. This however follows
by combining the fact that by definition the Frecht derivatives DF
(r)
t
and ∂rF
(r)
t
are
strongly locally Lipschitz continuous and the solution U(r) is strongly locally Lipschitz
continuous as a consequence of [11, Thm. 7.8].
For the last part of the theorem assume that r0 has been chosen maximally, and
assume that for some r1 > r0 one has that T (Z, s) < T for all r ∈ (−r1, r1). We can then
redo the arguments in the first part of the proof with (0,U(0)) replaced by (r0,U
(r0)) to
obtain s0 > 0 such that s 7→ U
(r0+s) is C1 as a map from (−s0, s0) into D
γ,η,T
V
(Z), which
shows that U(r) is a C1 map on (−r0, r0 + s0). A similar argument shows that the lower
bound can be improved and yields a contradiction. The lower semicontinuity of r0 is
now a consequence of the lower semicontinuity of T (Z, s) in (Z, s).
4.2 Local H-differentiability of the Solution
As a consequence of Proposition 4.1 we can show that the reconstructed solution map
u = RU is Gateaux differentiable in Hξ directions.
Lemma 4.2 Let ω ∈ Nc and let h ∈ Hξ . Then for any T < τ(ω) there exists r0 > 0
such that the map
r 7→ u(ω + rh)
with values in
⊕
t∈L+
Cαt ((0,T ) ×Td), where αt denotes the regularity of the sector Vt ,
is Fréchet differentiable differentiable on (−r0, r0).
Proof. Let r0 = r0(Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ(ω),T ) be as in Proposition 4.1. By Theorem 3.17 and Propo-
sition 3.21 one has that
u(ω + rh) = RS
∗
r Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ
(ω)U = RZˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ
(ω)U(r).
Since r 7→ U(r) is C1 with values in D
γ,η,T
V
by Proposition 4.1, the result follows from
the fact that for any fixed model Z the reconstruction operator RZ is a bounded linear
map on D
γ,η,T
V
and thus Fréchet differentiable.
Finally, we can show the following.
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Theorem 4.3 For any T > 0 the solution u restricted on (0,T ) × Td and conditioned
on the event {τ > T } with values in
⊕
t∈L+
Cαt ((0,T ) × Td) is locally Hξ -Fréchet
differentiable in the sense of Definition 2.9.
Proof. For fixedω ∈ Nc and h ∈ Hξ let r0(ω, h) := r0(Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ(ω)) be as in Proposition 4.1.
Then one has the identity
∂ru(ω + rh) = R
Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ
(ω)V
(r)
h
,
for r ∈ (−r0(ω, h), r0(ω, h)), whereV
(r)
h
denotes the derivative ofU(r) in the direction of
r as in Proposition 4.1 for the model Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ(ω). Since h 7→ Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ(ω) is locally Lipschitz
continuous by Corollary 3.13, it follows that for any fixedω ∈ Nc the map h 7→ r0(ω, h)
is lower semi-continuous. Since furthermore one has r0(ω, 0) = +∞, there exists µ > 0
and a ball Bµ(0) ⊆ H
ξ around the origin such hat one has r0(ω, h) > 1 for any h ∈ Bµ(0).
Now it follows from (41) that for any h, k ∈ Bµ(0) one has
u(ω + h + rk) = RZˆ
ξ
BPHZ(ω+h+rk)U = RZˆ
ξ,k
BPHZ(ω+h)U(r)
so that it follows in particular from Proposition 4.1 that h 7→ u(ω + h) is Gateaux
differentiable in Bµ(0) with Gâteaux derivative given by
∂r |r=0u(ω + h + rk) = R
Zˆ
ξ,k
BPHZ
(ω+h)V (0),
so that it remains to show that this expression is continuous in (h, k) ∈ Hξ × Hξ .
This follows from the fact that R is strongly Lipschitz continuous, the map (h, k) 7→
Zˆ
ξ,k
BPHZ
(ω + h) is locally Lipschitz continuous and by (52) one has that V (0) is strongly
locally Lipschitz continuous.
4.3 Application to subcritical SPDEs
We now apply the result of the previous section to abstract fixed point problems arising
from singular SPDEs and conclude the proof of Theorem 1.3. That is, we show
that under the assumption introduced in Theorem 1.3, the solution u to the singular
SPDE (1) admits a local H-Fréchet derivative, and in this situation we can furthermore
derive a "tangent equation" (7) for this Frécht derivative, which is informally given by
differentiating the original equation with respect to the noise. The precise meaning
of (7) is that vh can be written as a limit vh = limε→0 v
ε
h
, where the random smooth
function vε
h
= (vε
t,h
)t∈L+ is the unique classical solutions to the system of equations
∂tv
ε
t,h = Ltv
ε
t,h + DFt(u
ε,∇uε, . . .)(vεh,∇v
ε
h, . . .)
+
∑
Ξ∈L−
DFΞt (u
ε,∇uε, . . .)(vεh,∇v
ε
h, . . .)ξ
ε
Ξ
+
∑
Ξ∈L−
FΞt (u
ε,∇uε, . . .)hεΞ
+
∑
τ∈Tt,−(F)
cετ DΥ
τ
t (u
ε,∇uε, . . .)(vεh,∇v
ε
h, . . .) (54)
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with initial condition vε
t,h
(0) = Dhu
ε
t,0
. It is not hard to see that vε
h
is the Hξ -Fréchet
derivative Dhu
ε of the solution uε to the regularized and renormalized equation (5) in
the direction of h ∈ Hξ . Note that both ψε and S−ρ,ε(ξ)(0, ·) are locally H
ξ -Fréchet
differentiable (for the former this follows by assumption, while for the latter this follows
from the explicit definition of S −ρ,ε(ξ) in [2, (A.11),(6.10)], which imply in particular
that S−ρ,ε(ξ)(0, ·) takes values in some inhomogeneousWiener chaos), so that the same
is true for uε
0
= ψε +S−ρ,ε(ξ)(0, ·).
Remark 4.4 The tangent equation (7) is in the form of a singular SPDE, however it
does not fall under the setting of [2] since it involves a source hΞ which is deterministic
and in general not smooth. The fact that hΞ is not necessarily smooth was the main
reason that the analysis of Section 3.2 was necessary in the first place. However, if hΞ
happens to be smooth for any Ξ ∈ L−, then one can treat the tangent equation directly
in the framework of [2], and in this case the regularized and renormalized equation
derived in [2] coincides with (54).
The solution u constructed in [2] is given as the reconstruction of U¯t +PtU˜t (c.f. [2,
Prop. 6.22]), where U˜t is the constant modelled distributions in D
∞,∞ explicitly given
in [2, (6.10)]. We now introduce an abstract differentiation operator D : T→ Tas the
derivative of Sr at r = 0, so that one has
Dτ := ∂r |r=0Srτ =
∑
σ∈S [τ],m(σ)=1
σ.
With this notation we can see that the Hξ -Fréchet derivative of the functionRPtU˜t in
the direction of h ∈ Hξ is given by DhR
Zˆ
ξ
BPHZPtU˜t = R
Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZDPtU˜t . The fact that ut
is locally Hξ -Fréchet differentiable is now equivalent to showing that RU¯t is locally
Hξ -Fréchet differentiable, which at this stage is an application of Theorem 4.3 to the
abstract fixed point problem [2, (6.16)] for U¯. The main step here is to show that the
right hand side of this fixed point problem admits C1 lifts, and since this is largely a
technical issue, we postpone the proof to Appendix B below.
It remains to derive the tangent equation. For this consider a regularization ξε ∈
M∞(L−) of ξ given by ξ
ε
Ξ
:= ξΞ ∗ ρ
(ε) and let hε
Ξ
:= hΞ ∗ ρ
(ε), let vε
h,t
:= Dhu
ε
t
be the
local Hξ -Fréchet derivative of the solution uε
t
to (5) in the direction of h ∈ Hξ . The
fact that one has vh,t = limε→0 v
ε
h,t
follows simply from the fact that both sides of this
equation are given as the reconstruction of the modelled distributionV (0) + DU˜, where
V (0) denotes the solution to the abstract tangent equation (51), for the model Zˆ
ξ,h
BPHZ and
Zˆ
ξε,hε
BPHZ , respectively, and the fact that the latter converges to the former as ε → 0 by
Theorem 3.11. It is now sufficient to show that vε
h,t
solves (54). But in the regularized
case the map r 7→ ξε(ω+rh) is smooth with derivative given by ∂r |r=0ξ
ε(ω+rh) = hε .
Furthermore, (r, x) 7→ ξε(ω+ rh)(x) is a smooth functionR×D→ RL− and since both
F and Υ are smooth, the former by assumption and the latter by construction, c.f. (15),
it follows readily from standard Schauder estimates that the map (r, x) 7→ uε(ω+rh)(x)
is smooth as well. This is sufficient to argue that we are allowed to commute the
differentiation operators ∂t and Lt with ∂r in (5), and since per definitionem one has
that vε
h,t
= ∂r |r=0u
ε
t
(ω + rh), we obtain (54) by a direct computation.
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5 Density of Solutions to singular SPDEs
In this section we always fix a time T > 0. We want to derive conditions such that
random variables of the form X = 〈u, φ〉 :=
∑
t∈L+
〈ut, φt〉, for some tuple of test
functions φ ∈
⊕
t∈L+
C∞c ((0,T ) × T
d), conditioned on the event {τ > T } admit a
density with respect to Lebesgue measure. By Theorem 1.3 the random variable X
is locally Hξ -Frechet differentiable with derivative in direction of h ∈ Hξ given by
〈vh, φ〉, where vh solves (7). By the Bouleau Hirsch criterion, Corollary 2.11, we are
lead to study non-degeneracy of this local Hξ -Fréchet derivative.
For simplicity we make in this section the following additional assumption.
Assumption 4 We assume that the following is satisfied.
• The renormalization constants are given by the BPHZ character cετ = g
ε
BPHZ
(τ).
• For any Ξ ∈ L− and any t ∈ L+ one has that F
Ξ
t
= FΞ
t
(u) and Ft = Ft(u) depend
only on the solution (and not on its derivatives).
• For any noise type t ∈ L−, any τ ∈ T
F
t,−
and any ε > 0 with the property that
cετ , 0 one has either Υ
τ
t
= Υτ
t
(u) depends only on the solution (and not on its
derivatives), orΥτ
t
(u,∇u, . . .) = ∂iut for some i ∈ {0, . . . , d}. We write τ ∈ T
F,◦
t,−
in the first case and τ ∈ T F,i
t,−
for i ∈ {0, . . . d} in the second case.
The first assumption is merely a convenience and could be easily dropped with a
little more algebraic effort later on, compare Remark 5.13 below. The second and the
third assumption greatly simplify the computation; we believe that the statements below
are still true without these assumptions, but the proofs given in this paper do not seem
to easily generalize to this case. Under Assumption 4 equation (54) simplifies to
∂tv
ε
t,h = Ltv
ε
t,h + DFt(u
ε)vεh +
∑
Ξ∈L−
DFΞt (u
ε)vεhξ
ε
Ξ +
∑
Ξ∈L−
FΞt (u
ε)hεΞ
+
∑
τ∈T
F,◦
t,−
cετ DΥ
τ
t (u
ε)vεh +
d∑
i=1
∑
τ∈T
F, i
t,−
cετ ∂iv
ε
t,h . (55)
We denote byL∗
t
the dual operator toLt , which is again a differential operator involving
only spatial derivatives, and we consider the equation dual to (55), which is a backward
random PDE given by
− ∂tw
ε
t,φ =L
∗
t w
ε
t,φ + DFt(u
ε)wεφ +
∑
Ξ∈L−
DFΞt (u
ε)wεφξ
ε
Ξ + φt
+
∑
τ∈T
F,◦
t,−
cετ DΥ
τ
t (u
ε)wεφ −
d∑
i=1
∑
τ∈T
F, i
t,−
cετ ∂iw
ε
t,φ, (56)
on (0,T ) × Td with finial condition wε
t,φ
(T, ·) = 0. The following lemma is a straight-
forward computation.
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Lemma 5.1 Let T > 0 and let φt ∈ C
∞
c ((0,T ) × T
d) for any t ∈ L+. Then for any
h ∈ L2(D)L− one has the identity
〈vεh, φ〉L2(D) = 〈
∑
Ξ∈L−
FΞ(uε)hεΞ,w
ε
φ〉L2(D) + 〈v
ε
h (0, ·),w
ε
φ(0, ·)〉L2(Td ) (57)
between random variables conditioned on the event {T < τ}.
5.1 A Regularity Structure Adapted to the Dual Equation
Our goal is to understand the behaviour of wε
t,φ
in the limit ε → 0. To this end we want
to interpret wε
t,φ
as the reconstructed solution to an abstract fixed point problem, which
can be viewed as the dualization of the abstract tangent equation (51). The equation
for w can be written in its mild formulation, and it is not hard to see that the Greens
function for −∂t −L
∗
t
is given by x 7→ Gt(−x) for any t ∈ L+, where Gt is the Greens
function for ∂t −Lt. It follows that the kernel types present in our regularity structure
Tex are not rich enough to encode the dual equation, so that as a first step we are lead
to build an extension Tex of the regularity structure Tex in which one can consider
abstract fixed point problems associated to Gt(−·).
Remark 5.2 Note that in Section 3.1 we considered an extension of the noise-types
L−, whereas in this section we will consider an extension of the kernel-types L+. The
extension constructed in Section 3.1 plays no role in this section, so that from now on
we use the symbol Tex for the regularity structure constructed below, and we refer to
this structure as the extended regularity structure form now on.
To this end we extend the set of kernel types to a set L+ := L+ ⊔ L
′
+
, where
L′
+
:= {t′ : t ∈ L+} is a disjoint copy of L+, and we let |t
′ |s := |t |s for any t ∈ L+. One
should think of t′ as representing the "dual" integral operator to t. In particular, it will
represent the Greens function for a parabolic differential operator going backward in
time.
Given the extended set of typesL := L+⊔L− we extend reg to a function reg : L → R
by setting reg(t′) := θ for any t ∈ L+ and some θ > 0 small enough, and we define an
extension R of the rule R by allowing any kernel type t ∈ L+ to be replaced by t
′, and
additionally allowing an arbitrary number of types L′
+
. To be more precise, we define
N′
0
:= NL
′
+
×{0} andN := NΨ, with Ψ := L × Nd+1, and we set
R(t) := {N ⊔ M ∈ N : qN ∈ R(qt), M ∈ N′0 } (58)
R(t′) := {N ∈ R(t) : ∃(l, k) ∈ L+ × N
d+1 : N ⊔ {(l, k)} ∈ R(t)} (59)
for any t ∈ L+, and as usual R(t) := {∅} for t ∈ L−. Here we define qt := t for any
t ∈ L, qt′ := t for any t ∈ L+ and
(qN)(t,k) :=
∑
qt˜=t
N(t˜,k)
where the sum runs over all t˜ ∈ L with qt˜ = t.
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Remark 5.3 The fact that we allow for arbitrary M ∈ N′
0
instead of just M = 0 in (58)
has the advantage that R satisfies [2, Ass. 3.7] as soon as R satisfies this assumption.
This simply ends up ensuring that one can build arbitrary products of Ut for any t ∈ L+
with reg(t) > 0. As was already remarked below [2, Ass. 3.7], this is not a restriction at
all, since any subcritical rule can be trivially extended in such a way that this assumption
holds, and we will assume from now that [2, Ass. 3.7] holds for R and thus also for R.
Remark 5.4 It might appear more natural to set R(t′) = R(t) for any t ∈ L+, in which
case t and t′would be end up to be completely interchangeable in the extended regularity
structure constructed from R. The present formulation is more restrictive and leads to a
smaller regularity structure, but as we shall see, this structure is still rich enough to lift
the equation (56) for w to an abstract fixed point problem. The reason we choose the
present formulation is that the natural sector W in which the solution to this abstract
fixed point problem takes values in is function-like, compare Lemma 5.11 below.
Example 7 Continuing Example 1 of the stochastic heat equation, the set R(t) is equal
to R(t′) for any t ∈ L+ and contains those multisets m ∈ N
Ψ with the property that
m(Ξ, 0) ≤ 1 and m(l, k) = 0 for any l ∈ L and k ∈ Nd+1\{0}.
An example where R(t) and R(t′) do not coincide is given by the Φ4
3
equation (3).
In this case, writing again L+ = {t} and L− = {Ξ}, the set R(t) is given by the set of all
multisets which can be written as
∅, [(Ξ, 0)], [(t′, 0), . . .], [(t, 0), (t′, 0), . . .], . . . , or [(t, 0), (t, 0), (t, 0), (t′, 0), . . .],
where (t′, 0), . . . stands for an arbitrary number of types (t′, 0). On the other hand, R(t′)
is given by all multisets which can be written as
∅, [(t′, 0), . . .], [(t, 0), (t′, 0), . . .], or [(t, 0), (t, 0), (t′, 0), . . .].
In order to continue, we recall from [3, Rem. 5.17] that given θ˜ > 0 one can assume
without loss of generality that the function reg satisfies the bound
reg(t) > min{|τ |s : τ ∈ T
F
t \T¯} + |t |s − θ˜ (60)
for any t ∈ L+, where T
F
t
denotes the set of trees τ such that J0
t
τ ∈ T and τ is
t-non-vanishing as in Section 2.3.
Remark 5.5 There are some subtleties here, since in [3, Rem. 5.17] this identity was
only shown with T F
t
replaced by the larger set Tt . In general (60) might simply not
be true, since the rule might be chosen larger then necessary to deal with the singular
SPDE at hand. However, this problem can easily be circumvented by assuming without
loss of generality that R is given as the completion of the "naive" rule Rnaive, which is
defined in such a way that the set of trees τ ∈ Tt that strongly conform to Rnaive coincide
with the set of trees τ ∈ Tt that are t-non-vanishing. One can then apply [3, Rem. 5.17]
to Rnaive in order to obtain (60).
We assume from now on that (60) holds for some θ˜ > 0 small enough (to be
determined later), and with this convention we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.6 Assume that θ > 0 is small enough and that (60) holds. Then the rule R is
a subcritical rule with respect to reg. In particular, there exists a subcritical completion
of R defined via [3, Prop. 5.21], which we again denote by R, and we can define the
extended regularity structure Tex as in [3, Sec. 5.5].
Proof. In order to see that R is subcritical, note first that for t ∈ L+ one has
inf
N ∈R(t)
reg(N) = inf
N ∈R(t)
reg(N).
Let now t ∈ L+ and N ∈ R(t
′), and let l ∈ L+ and k ∈ N
d+1 such that N ⊔{(l, k)} ∈ R(t).
By (60) we can choose for any kernel-type j ∈ L+ a tree τj ∈ T
F
j
\T¯ such that
reg(j) > |τj |s + |j|s − θ˜ for some θ˜ > 0 small enough. We now consider the tree
τ :=
∏
(j,α)∈N⊔{(l,k)}
Jα
j
[τj].
It follows that τ strongly conforms to R (c.f. [3, Def. 5.8]) and it follows from the
definition of Tex in [3, Def. 5.26] that τ ∈ T F
t
. We also define the subtree τ˜ of τ by
setting
τ˜ :=
∏
(j,α)∈N
Jα
j
[τj].
Then τ˜ ∈ T F
t
is a proper subtree of τ with identically root, and trees like this satisfy
|τ˜ |s > −|t |s + 2θ for θ > 0 small enough by [2, Ass. 2.10].
On the other hand, provided that θ˜ is smaller then θ
#N
, one has reg(N) > |τ˜ |s − θ >
−|t |s + θ = −|t |s + reg(t
′), and this concludes the proof.
For X ∈ {G,K, R} we write Xt′(z) := Xt(−z), so that in particular Gt′ is the Greens
function for −∂t − L
∗
t
and the compactly supported kernels Kt′ satisfy [11, Ass. 5.1
Ass. 5.4]. Given the kernel assignment Kl for any l ∈ L+ we write M∞ for the set
of smooth, reduced, admissible models for Tex and we write M0 for the closure of
this set. For f ∈ Ω∞(L−) and η ∈ M∞(L−) we write Z
f and Zˆ
η
BPHZ for the canonical
lift of f and the BPHZ-renormalized canonical lift of η, respectively, defined as usual
via [3, Rem. 6.12] and [3, Thm. 6.17]. We also write Dγ for the space of modelled
distributions as in Section 2.2.5 with Tex replaced by Tex. We will later on need
to work with modelled distributions that are only defined on a domain of the form
(θ,T ) × Td for some T > θ > 0, and we write Dγ,(θ,T ) for the space of functions
W : (θ,T ) × Td → T<γ that satisfy (12).
5.2 An Abstract Fixed Point Problem for the Dual Equation
Given U ∈ D
γ,η
V
, with γ, η, V as in Proposition B.1, and φ ∈
⊕
t∈L+
C∞c (D) we want
to consider the abstract point problem in D
γ′
W
for some families γ′t′ > 0, for t ∈ L+,
and some sector W=
⊕
t′∈L′+
Wt′ , given by
Wt′ = Q<γt′Pt′I+[DFt(U)W +
∑
Ξ∈L−
DFΞt (U)WΞ + φt] (61)
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for any t ∈ L+. The purpose of this section it to find the right sectors and exponents for
this fixed point problem to be well posed. In order to unify notation, we define
Ft′(u,w) := DFt(u)w and F
Ξ
t′ (u,w) := DF
Ξ
t (u)w, (62)
for any t ∈ L+, Ξ ∈ L− and u,w ∈ D
L+ . With this convention Fl and F
Ξ
l
are well
defined for any l ∈ L+ and Ξ ∈ L−. We will sometimes write F
•
t
:= Ft to avoid case
distinctions.
Remark 5.7 In [2, Sec.3-6] the authors were working in a more general setting, in
the sense that they allowed for derivatives hitting noises and noises being multiplied
together. Additionally, they were considering non-linearities that can depend on the
extended decoration o. Our setting can easily be embedded into this more general
setting, by defining F˜ via
F˜
0,0
t
:= Ft and F˜
IΞ,0
t
:= FΞt
for any t ∈ L+ and Ξ ∈ L−, and F
l
t
= 0 otherwise. Whenever we refer to results from
[2] in the sequel we will make these identification implicitly.
In the sequel we will need results of [2] applied to (Fl)l∈L+ . In order to do so, we
need the following technical Lemma.
Lemma 5.8 Assume that θ > 0 is small enough. Then (Fl)l∈L+ obeys R in the sense of
[2, Def. 3.5].
Proof. We use [2, Prop. 3.8]. In our setting, which is a bit simplified compared to [2],
the second conditions of [2, Prop. 3.8] reduces to the statement
α ⊔ {(Ξ, 0)} < R(l) =⇒ DαFΞl = 0 (63)
α < R(l) =⇒ DαFl = 0 (64)
for any l ∈ L+, Ξ ∈ L− and α ∈ N
Ψ+ where Ψ+ := L+ × N
d+1. For t ∈ L+ this follows
from the respective assumption on R(t) and the definition of R(t) in (58).
Let now that α ∈ NΨ such that DαFt′ , 0. Assume first that α ∈ N
L+×N
d+1
. By
definition of Ft′ in (62) it follows that there exists l ∈ L+ such that
Dα⊔{(l,0)}Ft , 0,
and by the first part of the proof this implies α ⊔ {(l, 0)} ∈ R(t). From (59) we infer
that α ∈ R(t′), as required. Assume now that α < NL+×N
d+1
. Then it follows that there
exists a (unique) l ∈ L+ such that α(l′,0) , 0, and we can write α =: α¯ ⊔ {(l
′, 0)}. It
follows that one has
0 , DαFt′ = D
α¯⊔{(l,0)}Ft,
and thus α¯⊔ {(l, 0)} ∈ R(t). Again by (59) we infer that α¯ ∈ R(t′), and since R satisfies
[2, Ass. 3.7] (or directly from the definition), we infer that α = α¯ ⊔ {(l′, 0)} ∈ R(t′), as
required.
The claim concerning FΞ
l
for any l ∈ L+ and Ξ ∈ L− follows in the same way.
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In analogue to (14), given l ∈ L+ we say that a tree τ = (T
n,o
e , t) ∈ T
ex is l-non-
vanishing for F if (
∂n(ρτ )
∏
e∈K(τ),e↓=ρτ
D(t(e),e(e))
)
FΞt , 0
and τe is t(e)-non-vanishing for any e ∈ K(τ) with e
↓
= ρτ . Here we set Ξ := t(e) if
there exists a (necessarily unique) noise-type edge e ∈ K(τ) with e↓ = ρτ and Ξ := •
otherwise, and τe denotes the largest sub-tree of τ with root e
↑. We define T F
l
, T˜ F
l
and T F
l,−
in analogue to Section 2.3, so that one has
T
F
l := {τ ∈ T : τ is l - non vanishing for F andJ(l,0)[τ] ∈ T }
(note that in particular T F
t
= T F
t
for any t ∈ L+), and the sets T˜
F
l
and T F
l,−
consist
of those trees τ ∈ T F
l
such that |τ |s ≤ 0 and |τ |s < 0, respectively. We also set
TF
l
:= 〈T F
l
〉 for any l ∈ L+. With this notation we define for any l ∈ L
′
+ the sectors
Wl := T¯
ex ⊕ J(l,0)[T
F
l ] and W¯l := T¯
ex ⊕ TFl . (65)
We write similar to above W :=
⊕
l∈L′+
Wl and W¯ :=
⊕
l∈L′+
W¯l . We now have
the following analogue to [2, Lem. 6.9].
Lemma 5.9 For any l ∈ L+ the spaces Wl and W¯l form sectors in T
ex. Moreover, for
any U ∈ Vand W ∈ Wand any Ξ ∈ L− one has that
DFt(U)W and DF
Ξ
t (U)WΞ
are elements of W¯t′ for any t ∈ L+.
Proof. This is the content of [2, Lem. 6.9].
In the sequel we need to understand structure of the sets T F
t′
for t ∈ L+. For this we
introduce the following notation. Given a tree τ = (Tn,oe , t) ∈ T
ex and a node u ∈ N(T )
we write
Du(τ) := (T
n,o
e , t˜u),
where t˜u : E(T ) → L is given by
t˜u(e) :=
{
t(e)′ if e lies on the shortest path from u to ρT
t(e) otherwise.
(66)
It follows from Lemma 5.6 that one hasDu(τ) ∈ T
ex for any τ ∈ Tex and any u ∈ N(τ).
Given additionally an edge e ∈ K(τ) with e↓ = u, then we write Deu(τ) for the tree
obtained from Du(τ) by removing e from the edge set, and removing furthermore all
edges e˜ ∈ E(Du(τ)) and vertices u˜ ∈ V(Du(τ)) with the property that e lies on the
shortest path from e˜ respectively u˜ to the root ρτ . It is clear that one obtains another
decorated, typed tree in this way by simply restricting the corresponding maps to
N(Deu(τ)) and E(D
e
u(τ)), respectively, and since R is a normal rule, one hasD
e
u(τ) ∈ T
ex.
We now have the following Lemma.
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Lemma 5.10 Assume that Assumption 4 holds. Then for any t ∈ L+ the set T
F
t′
agrees
with the set of treesDeu(τ) for τ ∈ T
F
t
, u ∈ N(τ) and e ∈ K(τ) such that e↓ = u.
Proof. Let first τ ∈ T F
t
and let u ∈ N(τ) and f ∈ K(τ) be such that f ↓ = u. It follows
from the definition of R in (59) that J0
t
[τ] ∈ T ex implies J0
t′
[Du(τ)] ∈ T
ex and by
completeness of the rule R one also has J0
t′
[D
f
u (τ)] ∈ T
ex. It thus remains to show
that D
f
u (τ) is t
′-non-vanishing. Proceeding inductively in the number of edges of τ, it
suffices to show that (14) does not vanish identically for the root ρ˜ := ρ(D
f
u (τ)). For this
let t˜u be as in (66) and let E and E˜ denote the set of edges e ∈ K(τ) and e ∈ K(D
f
u (τ))
such that e↓ = ρτ and e
↓
= ρ˜, respectively. In case that u = ρτ , one has t˜u = t and by
definition ofD
f
u (τ) one has E= E˜⊔ { f }, so that it follows that
∂n(u)(
∏
e∈E˜
D(t(e),e(e)))F
Ξ[u]
t′
(u,∇u, . . . ;w,∇w, . . .)
=
∑
(l,k)∈L+×Nd+1
∂n(u)(
∏
e∈E˜
D(t(e),e(e)))D(l,k)F
Ξ[u]
t
(u,∇u, . . .)∂kwl (67)
Since this expression is linear in ∂kwl , in order to see that this expression does not vanish
identically, it suffices to find one pair (l, k) ∈ L+ ×N
d+1 such that the coefficient of ∂lwl
is non vanishing. We choose (l, k) = (t( f ), e( f )) and we note that the corresponding
coefficient in (67) is equal to
∂n(u)(
∏
e∈E
D(t(e),e(e)))F
Ξ[u]
t
(u,∇u, . . .)
which does not vanish identically by assumption. In case u , ρτ one has E = E˜, and
there exists a unique edge e¯ ∈ E such that e¯ lies on the unique shortest path from ρτ to
u. It follows that t˜u(e¯) = t
′(e¯) and t(e) = t˜u(e) for any e ∈ E\{ f¯ }, and using the fact
that D(l′,k)F
Ξ
t′
(u,∇u, . . . ;w,∇w, . . .) = D(l,k)F
Ξ
t
(u,∇u, . . .) for any t, l ∈ L+, we obtain
∂n(u)(
∏
e∈E
D(t(e),e(e)))F
Ξ[u]
t′
(u,∇u, . . . ;w,∇w, . . .)
= ∂n(u)(
∏
e∈E\{e¯}
D(t(e),e(e)))D(t(e¯),e(e¯))F
Ξ[u]
t
(u,∇u)
= ∂n(u)(
∏
e∈E
D(t(e),e(e)))F
Ξ[u]
t
(u,∇u, . . .), (68)
which does not vanish identically by assumption.
Conversely, let σ = (Sne , t) ∈ T
F
t′
. It follows from the fact that FΞ
l′
is linear in
(w,∇w, . . .) for any l ∈ L+ and Ξ ∈ L− that there exists a (unique) vertex µ ∈ N(σ)
such that t(e) ∈ L′+ if and only if e lies on the unique shortest path from ρσ to µ. Let
Ebe the set of edges e ∈ K(σ) such that e↓ = µ, and define j ∈ L+ by setting j := t(u
↓)
if u , ρσ , and j := t
′ otherwise. By definition of the rule R in (59) it follows that there
exists (l, k) ∈ L+ × N
d+1 such that one has 10
[E, (t, e)] ⊔ {(l, k)} ∈ R(j).
10Recall the notation [·, ·] for multisets from (9).
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Choose an arbitrary tree τ˜ ∈ T F
l
and define now the typed, decorated tree (T n˜
e˜
, l) by
connecting ρ(τ˜) to µ via an edge e¯ such that l(e¯) = l and e˜(e¯) = k, and where n˜, e˜
and l extend the decorations and type-maps of σ and τ˜ otherwise. It then follows that
τ = (T n˜
e˜
,ql) ∈ Tt and one has σ = D
e¯
µ(τ). The fact that τ if t-non-vanishing follows
by reversing the arguments of the first part of the proof.
A particular consequence of Lemma 5.10 is that we can give a direct proof of the
fact that the sectors Wt′ are function like. Note that such a statement would also follow
directly from the analysis [2] and the fact that reg(t′) > 0.
Lemma 5.11 For any t ∈ L+ and any τ ∈ T
F
t′
one has |τ |s > −(|t |s ∨ s0). In
particular, the regularity of the sector W¯t′ is larger then −(|t |s ∨ s0), and the sector Wt′
is function-like.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.10, the fact that |Du(τ)|s = |τ |s and [2,
Ass. 2.10].
For t ∈ L+ let αt′ ≤ 0 denote the regularity of the sector W¯t′ and for γ
′ > 0 let
γ′t′ := αt′ + γ + |t |s .
Corollary 5.12 Assume that γ > 0 is large enough such that γt > γ
′
t′ > 0 for any t ∈
L+. Then for any θ > 0 and anyU ∈ D
γ,η,T+θ
V
and any tupel φ ∈
⊕
t∈L+
C∞c ((0,T )×T
d),
the fixed point problem (61) has a unique solution W ∈ D
γ′,(θ,T )
W
.
Proof. We first note that as a corollary from the proof of [2, Lem. 6.9], in particular
[2, (6.15)], it follows that for any U ∈ D
γ,η,T+θ
V
, any l ∈ L+ and any Ξ ∈ L− one has
Qγ¯t (∂lFt)(U) and Qγ¯t (∂lF
Ξ
t
)(U)Ξ are elements of Dγ¯t,(θ,T ).
Moreover, combing Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.9, it follows that both Qγ¯t (∂lFt)(U)
and Qγ¯t (∂lF
Ξ
t
)(U)Ξ take values in a sector of regularity bigger then −|t |s . Consequently,
using the results of [11, Sec. 6] (see Proposition A.1), one has that
W 7→ DFt(U)W +
∑
Ξ∈L−
DFΞt (U)WΞ + φt
is a locally Lipschitz continuous map from D
γ′,(θ,T )
W
to D
γ′t−|t |s+κ,(θ,T )
W¯t
for some κ > 0
small enough. At this point the unique existence of a solution to (61) follows directly
from [11, Thm. 7.8].
5.3 Identifying the Solution to the Dual Equation
We fix from now on a regularization ξε of ξ, and we write Zˆε
BPHZ
:= Zˆ
ξε
BPHZ for any ε > 0.
We also writeW Zˆ
ε
BPHZ for the solution of (61) constructed in Corollary 5.12 for the model
Zˆε
BPHZ
with U = U¯ + U˜ given as in Section B (recall that U ∈ D
γ,η
V
and u = RU is the
solution to (1)). As above we denote by gε
BPHZ
∈ Gex− the BPHZ-character of ξ
ε (for the
extended regularity structure Tex) and we let Mg
ε
BPHZ := (gε
BPHZ
⊗ Id)∆ex− . Our goal is to
link the abstract dual equation (61) to the dual tangent equation (56). In a first step we
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can use the machinery of [2] to derive an equation for the reconstructed solution RWt
to the abstract fixed-point problem (61). This equationwill be automatically of the form
(56), but it is a-priori unclear whether the renormalization constants that one obtains in
these two ways coincide (or at least differ by something of order 1 in a suitable sense).
This however is necessary if we want to take the limit ε → 0 in the model. Thus, in
order to continue, we introduce the following assumption that makes sure that the dual
renormalization constants are given by what we would naively expect.
Assumption 5 For any t ∈ L+ one has the identity∑
τ∈T˜ F
t
g
ε
BPHZ
(τ)
S(τ)
DΥFt [τ](u,∇u)(w,∇w) =
∑
τ∈T˜ F
t′
g
ε
BPHZ
(τ)
S(τ)
ΥFt′ [τ](u,∇u;w,∇w). (69)
Remark 5.13 The simplicity of Assumption 5 is the main reason for assuming that cετ
is given by the BPHZ character. In general, in order to pass to the limit ε → 0 in uε ,
one could choose cετ = (h ◦ g
ε
BPHZ
)(τ) where h ∈ G− is an arbitrary fixed group element
and ◦ denotes the group product in the renormalization group G−. In order to treat
this more general situation, one would need to show that (69) above implies a similar
relation with gε
BPHZ
replaced by h ◦gε
BPHZ
and gε
BPHZ
replaced by h◦gε
BPHZ
for some character
h ∈ G− determined by h. We refrain from doing so for simplicity.
With this assumption, the following Proposition is a straight-forward application
of [2, Thm. 6.7], which provides a convenient link between reconstructed solutions to
abstract fixed point problems (for smooth models) and renormalized random PDEs.
Proposition 5.14 Assume that Assumptions 4 and 5 hold. Then for any ε > 0 the
smooth function wε
t,φ
given by
w
ε
t,φ := R
ZˆεBPHZW
ZˆεBPHZ
t
(70)
solves (56).
Proof. We are going to apply [2, Thm. 6.7]. First note that we are indeed in the setting
of this theorem, since by Lemma 5.8 one has that the right hand side of (61) obeys R, the
assumption on η follows trivially, since we stay away from the initial time, the condition
on γ can always be achieved by increasing γ if necessary, and the fact that I+DFt(U)W
and I+DF
Ξ
t
(U)WΞ take values in Dγ¯,η¯ for some γ¯ > 0 and η¯ > −s0 follows from
Corollary 5.12. Note also that in the proof of [2, Thm. 6.7] the equation is derived via
its mild formulation and the equation in its derivative form is only obtained in the last
step, so that is all arguments go through in the time reversed setting verbatim. Denoting
by w˜ε
t,φ
the right hand side of (70), it follows now from [2, Thm. 6.7] that one has
−∂t w˜
ε
t,φ = L
∗
t w˜
ε
t,φ + (MF)t′(u
ε, w˜εφ,∇w˜
ε
φ, . . .) +
∑
Ξ∈L−
(MF)Ξt′(u
ε, w˜εφ,∇w˜
ε
φ, . . .)ξ
ε
Ξ + φt
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for any t ∈ L+. Here, the function (MF)
Ξ
l
for l ∈ L+ and Ξ ∈ L− ⊔ {•} was defined in
[2, (3.9)], and is given by
(MF)t′(u
ε, w˜εφ,∇w˜
ε
φ) =
∑
τ∈T˜ F
t′
1
S(τ)
g
ε
BPHZ
(τ)ΥFt′ [τ](u
ε, w˜εφ,∇w˜
ε
φ), (71)
while (MF)Ξ
t′
(uε,wε) = FΞ
t′
(uε,wε) = DFΞ
t
(uε)wε.
On the other hand, the right hand side of (56) can be written in the form
∑
Ξ∈L−
DFΞt (u
ε)wεφξ
ε
ξ +φt+DFt(u
ε)wεφ+
∑
τ∈T
F,◦
t,−
cετ DΥ
τ
t (u
ε)wεφ−
d∑
i=1
∑
τ∈T
F, i
t,−
cετ ∂iw
ε
t,φ,
=
∑
τ∈T˜ F
t
g
ε
BPHZ
(τ)
S(τ)
DΥFt [τ](u
ε)(wε,∇wε). (72)
We conclude by applying Assumption 5.
Using Proposition 5.14 and performing the limit ε → 0 in (57) now gives the
following corollary.
Corollary 5.15 Assume that Assumptions 4 and 5 holds, and let wt,φ := R
Zˆ
ξ
BPHZW
Zˆ
ξ
BPHZ
t
.
Then one has the identity
〈vh, φ〉L2 = 〈
∑
Ξ∈L−
FΞ(u)hΞ,wφ〉L2 + 〈vh(0, ·),wφ(0, ·)〉L2(Td ) (73)
Assumption 5 is not straight-forward to show in general. However, an important
special case in which we can show directly that Assumption 5 holds is the case that we
consider only a single equation, that is, in case that #L+ = 1.
Proposition 5.16 Under Assumption 4 assume that L+ = {t}. Then Assumption 5
holds.
Proof. With the aid of Lemmas C.1 - C.5 below, we obtain the following chain of
equalities.∑
τ∈T˜ F
t
g
ε
BPHZ
(τ)
S(τ)
DΥFt [τ] =
∑
τ∈T˜ F
t
g
ε
BPHZ
(τ)
S(τ)
∑
u∈N(τ)
ΥF
t˜
[Du(τ)] (74)
=
∑
τ∈T˜ F
t
1
S(τ)
∑
u∈N(τ)
g
ε
BPHZ
(ΦDu(τ))Υ
F
t˜
[ΦDu(τ)] (75)
=
∑
τ∈T˜ F
t′
1
S(τ)
g
ε
BPHZ
(τ)ΥFt′ [τ]. (76)
Note that the summand in (75) vanishes wheneverDu(τ) < T˜
F
t′
, and otherwise one has
ΦDu(τ) ∈ T˜
F
t′
⊆ Tex− by Lemma C.4, so that g
ε
BPHZ
(ΦDu(τ)) is well defined.
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In order to demonstrate that we can also deal with somemulti-component equations,
we consider the following example.
Example 8 Consider a coupled system of Φ4
3
-type equations, given by
∂tui = ∆ui +
∑
i, j,k
ci, j,kuiujuk + ξi, i ≤ n
on R ×T3 for some coefficients ci, j,k ∈ R and independent Gaussian space-time white-
noises ξi . It is then not hard to see that Assumption 5 holds.
5.4 Existence of Densities
Assumption 6 We assume that the smooth functions FΞ
t
∈ C∞(RL−) and the solution u
have the property that (
∑
t∈L+ F
Ξ
t
(u)wt)Ξ∈L− , 0 on (0, τ) × T
d for any w ∈ RL+\{0}
almost surely.
We now have the following theorem, the proof of which is at this stage a generaliza-
tion of the proof of [8, Prop. 5.3].
Theorem 5.17 Under Assumptions 4 to 6, assume that additionally the Cameron-
Martin space Hξ is dense in L2(D)L− . Let T > 0 and let φi, i ≤ n be a collection
of linearly independent test function φi ∈ C∞c ((0,T ) × D)
L− . Then, the RL+×[n]-valued
random variable
(〈ut, φ
1
t 〉, · · · , 〈ut, φ
n
t 〉)t∈L+
conditioned on the event {T < τ} admits a density with respect to Lebesgue measure.
Proof. Let X := (〈ut, φ
1
t
〉, · · · , 〈ut, φ
n
t
〉)t∈L+ . By Theorem 1.3 we know that X is locally
Hξ -differentiable, so that by the Bouleau-Hirsch criterion, Corollary 2.11, we are left to
show that DX is almost surely of full rank. Assume first that n = 1. Then by Theorem
1.3 and Corollary 5.15 one has for any h ∈ Hξ the identity
DhX = 〈vh, φ〉 =
∑
Ξ∈L−
〈hΞ,
∑
t∈L+
FΞt (u)wφ,t〉 + 〈vh(0, ·),wφ(0, ·)〉L2(Td ).
Using the assumption that Hξ is dense in L2(D)L− , it suffices to show that one has∑
t∈L+
FΞt (u)wφ,t , 0,
which together with Assumption 6 is equivalent to showing that wφ,t , 0 for at least
one t ∈ L+. On the other hand, by assumption there exists t ∈ L+ such that φt , 0,
and it follows directly from (61) that Wl′ , 0 for at least one l ∈ L+. It thus suffices to
argue that whenever W is a solution to (61) on some time interval (θ,T ) such that the
reconstructionRW vanishes on (θ,T ) × Td, then this implies that one also has W = 0
on (θ,T ) × Td . Since W takes values in a function-like sector by Lemma 5.11, one hat
0 = RW = 〈W, 1〉, and thus by [11, Prop. 3.29] it suffices to show that 〈Wt′, τ〉 = 0 for
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any t ∈ L+ and any non-polynomial tree τ ∈ T
ex\T¯. Assume this was not the case, and
let l ∈ L+ and τˆ ∈ T
ex\T¯ be the tree of minimal homogeneity such that 〈Wl′, τˆ〉 , 0.
It follows in particular from Lemma 5.11 that DFl(U) and DF
Ξ
l
(U)Ξ take values in a
sector of regularity αl > −|l |s . Plugging this in the fixed point equation (61) implies
that
min
{
|τ |s : τ ∈ T
ex\T¯and 〈Wl′, τ〉 , 0
}
= |τˆ |s + αl + |l |s > |τˆ |s,
which gives the desired contradiction.
The case n > 1 can readily be reduced to the case n = 1. To see this, assume that
there exists φi
t
∈ C∞c ((0,T ) × D)
L− such that DX is not almost surely of full rank. This
implies in particular that there exits λi
t
∈ R for t ∈ L+ and i ≤ n such that λ is not
identically zero and ∑
i≤n
∑
t∈L+
λitvh,t(φ
i
t) = 0,
which in turn implies that one has 〈vh, ψ〉 = 0 where ψt :=
∑
i≤n λ
i
t
φi
t
.
A Continuity of Maps between Spaces of Modelled Dis-
tributions
Proposition A.1 Let V, V¯ be sectors in Tof regularity α, α¯ respectively. The one has
the following.
• Multiplication. Let γ, γ¯ > 0 and η, η¯ ∈ R and let γˆ := (γ + α¯) ∧ (γ¯ + α) and
ηˆ := (η+ α¯)∧ (η¯+α)∧ (η+ η¯). Assume furthermore that γˆ ≥ 0 and that (V,W) is
γˆ-regular (c.f. [12, Def. 4.6]) and denote by ⋆ : T→ T the tree product. Then
one has
⋆ : D
γ,η
V
× D
γ¯,η¯
V¯
→ D
γˆ,ηˆ
V⋆V¯
is locally Lipschitz continuous.
• Differentiation. Let i ≤ d and let γ > si. Then
Di : D
γ,η
V
→ D
γ−si,η−si
W
with W := {Dτ : τ ∈ V} is locally Lipschitz continuous.
• Integration. Let t ∈ L+ and assume that η < γ and η ∧ α > −|t |s . Then if
γ + |t |s < N and η + |t |s < N one has
Pt : D
γ,η
V
→ D
γ+ |t |s,(η∧α)+ |t |s
W
with W := {Ptτ : τ ∈ V} is locally Lipschitz continuous.
• Composition with smooth functions. Let V be function-like and γ-regular and
let F : Rn → R be smooth. Define Fˆ : V1 × . . .Vn → V (c.f. [12, (4.2)]) by
Fˆ(τ) :=
∑
α∈Nn
DαF(〈τ, 1〉)
α!
(τ − 〈τ, 1〉)⋆α. (77)
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Then if 0 ≤ η ≤ γ one has that
Q<γ Fˆ :
⊕
i≤n
D
γ,η
Vi
→ D
γ,η
W
for some sector W is locally Lipschitz continuous.
Proof. See [12, Sec. 6].
B Lift of the Abstract Fixed Point Problems coming
from singular SPDEs
We show in this section that the right hand side of the fixed point problems considered
in [2] admit C1 lifts to the extended regularity structure. In order to state our results in
a clean way, we introduce some notation from [2]. To begin with, we fix the subspace
M0,1 of M0 considered in [2, Def. 6.1] with metric given by
9Z, Z¯9 = sup
n∈N
1
n2 + 1
9Z, Z¯9[−n−1,n+1]×Td .
It is clear that this metric is stronger then 9·; ·9γ,K for any γ > 0 and K ⊆ D compact.
From this it follows easily that all statements derived above holds true withM0 replaced
by M0,1.
Let now U˜t ∈ D
∞,∞
Vt
be the constant function defined in [2, (6.10)] and recall that
from [2, Prop. 6.18] that PU˜ := (PtU˜t)t∈L+ ∈ D
∞
V
is strongly Lipschitz continuous.
Recall from [2, Prop. 6.22] that under Assumption 1 there exists a solution u to
the singular SPDE (1) and it is given as the reconstruction of a modelled distribution
U ∈ D
γ,η
V
, which in turn can be written as U = U˜ + U¯ with U˜ as above and U¯ satisfies
the fixed point equation
U¯t = Q<γtPtI+[
∑
Ξ∈L−⊔{•}
FΞt (U¯ +PU˜,∇(U¯ +PU˜), . . .)Ξ − U˜t]. (78)
Since U˜ is a constant D∞,∞ modelled distribution its reconstruction is trivially locally
Hξ -Fréchet differentiable, and it remains to show that the same is true for U¯. This will
follow from the general result of Theorem 4.3, once we show that the right hand side of
(78) admits a C1 lift. The main statement that we will show in this section is thus the
following.
Proposition B.1 In the notation of [2, Sec. 6.5], let γt := γ + reg(t), ηt := η + ireg(t),
γ¯t := γt − |t |s + κt and η¯t := ηt + n¯t . Define moreover the sector Vt := T¯
ex ⊕I(t,0)[T
F
t,+
]
and V¯t := T¯
ex ⊕ TF
t,+
. Let finally Ht be the non-linearity of [2, Lem. 6.19], given by
Ht(U) = Q<γ¯t
∑
l∈L−⊔{0}
F lt (U +PU˜)Ξl − U˜t .
Then H is strongly locally Lipschitz and admits a C1 lift.
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First note that in [2, Lem. 6.19] and the discussions below the proof of [2, Lem. 6.19]
it was shown that the non-linearity H is strongly locally Lipschitz continuous.
Recall from [2, (3.7)] that F l
t
are given as composition with smooth functions f l
t
so
that one has
F lt (U) =
∑
α∈NL+×N
d+1
Dα f l
t
(〈U, 1〉)
α!
(U − 〈U, 1〉)α,
for some f l
t
∈ C∞(RL+), where we adopted the notation U = (Ut,k)(t,k)∈L+×Nd+1 where
Ut,k := D
kUt, and we write 〈U, 1〉 := (〈Ut,k, 1〉)(t,k)∈L+×Nd+1 . We then have a natural
candidate for the lift H
(r)
t
of Ht which is given by
H
(r)
t
(U) := Q<γ¯t
∑
l∈Dt
F l
t
(U +SrPU˜)SrΞl −SrU˜t . (79)
Here, given an extended model Z ∈ M0,1 we write F
l
t
(U +SrPU˜) for the composition
of the smooth function f t
l
with U +SrPU˜ in the model Z .
First note that (45) is a direct consequence of the definitions. We now sketch the
proof that H
(r)
t
is a strongly locally Lipschitz map from D
γ,η
V
into D
γ¯t,η¯t
V¯ t
. Since the
proof is very similar to the one given in [2, Lem. 6.19], we will not go into too much
detail. The proof essentially boils down to an application of the results of [11, Sec. 6],
which we have summarized in Proposition A.1, and the only thing to notice is that the
arguments given in the proof of [2, Lem. 6.19] carry over to to H
(r)
t
verbatim.
The main part of the proof consists in showing that the map (r,U) 7→ H
(r)
t
(U) is
Fréchet differentiable. The strategy for this is to strengthen the results of [11, Sec. 6]
and show that the respective operations considered there are actually not just Lipschitz
continuous but C1.
Proposition B.2 Under the assumptions of Proposition A.1 one has that the operations
of multiplication, differentiation, integration and composition are C1 between the re-
spective spaces. Moreover, one has the following identity for the Fréchet derivative of
the operation of composition with smooth functions
D(Fˆ)(U)V =
∑
k≤n
Q<γ D̂ek F(U)Vk (80)
where ek denotes the k-th unit vector in R
n and Vk denotes the k-th component of V ,
Proof. The fact that multiplication, differentiation and integration are C∞ follows sim-
ply from the fact that these operations are continuous and (multi-)linear.
We now show Fréchet differentiability of composition with smooth functions, to-
gether with (80). For this we write
Fˆ(V) − Fˆ(U) −
∑
k≤n
D̂ek F(U)(Vk −Uk)
=
∑
α
1
α!
(
DαF(V¯)V˜α − DαF(U¯)U˜α −
∑
k≤n
Dα+ek F(U¯)U˜α(V −U)
)
(81)
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where we write U¯ := 〈U, 1, 〉 and U˜ := U − U¯. We now define for x ∈ D and α ∈ Nd+1
the function gα by setting
gα(t) := D
αF(U¯ + tW¯)(U˜ + tW˜)α
with W := V −U. A direct computation shows that (81) can be re-written into∑
α
1
α!
(gα(1) − gα(0) − g
′
α(0)) =
∑
α
1
α!
∫ 1
0
(1 − t)g′′α (t)dt.
Now note that one has∑
α
1
α!
g
′′
α (t) =
∑
α
∑
k,l≤n
1
α!
Dα+ek+el F(U¯ + tW¯)(U˜ + tW˜)αW2,
from which we infer that (81) can be re-written into∑
k,l≤n
∫ 1
0
(1 − t)F̂k,l(U + tW)W
2,
where Fk,l := D
ek+el F . Now using that F̂k,l : D
γ,η → Dγ,η is a Lipschitz continuous
map, we can estimate the Dγ,η norm of this expression by9W29γ,η . 9W9
2
γ,η , which
proves the claim.
With this proposition, the proof that H
(r)
t
(U) is Fréchet differentiable is now straight
forward, and consists in redoing the steps of [2, Lem. 6.19], replacing all statements
made about Lipschitz continuity with statements about Fréchet differentiability.
C The Case of a Single Equation
In the entire section we assume that L+ = {t} contains a unique element. Our goal is to
derive the identities necessary to show Proposition 5.16.
The first lemma we are going to prove shows that functional derivatives of the
original counter-terms are of the same form as the counter-terms of the dual equation.
Lemma C.1 Under Assumption 4, one has for any t ∈ L+ and any τ ∈ T˜
F
t
the identity
DΥFt [τ](u,∇u)(w,∇w) =
∑
µ∈N(τ)
ΥFt′ [Dµ(τ)](u,w,∇w). (82)
Remark C.2 Note that under Assumption 4 the function DΥF
t
[τ](u,∇u)(w,∇w) does
really only depend on u,w,∇w.
Proof. Weonly show the statement in the case that τ = T
n,o
e ∈ T
F,◦
t,−
. UnderAssumption
4 the case that τ ∈ T F,i
t,−
for some i ∈ {0, . . . , d} follows easily. We first claim that
n ≡ 0. Indeed, otherwise ΥF
t
[τ] contains a factor of the form
∂n
(∏
i≤m
D(ti,ki )
)
FΞl (u) =
∑
l∈L+
D(l,0)
((
∂ n¯
∏
i≤m
D(ti,ki )
)
FΞl (u)
)
∂lul
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with n = n¯ + el ∈ N
d+1 non-zero, where el denotes the l-th unit vector on N
d+1 for
some 0 ≤ l ≤ d. But since this factor does not depend on ∂lul explicitly by assumption,
it must vanish identically, in contradiction to the assumption that τ is t-non-vanishing.
Moreover, since F only depends on the solution u and not on its derivatives, one also
has that e ≡ 0. Now, denoting by ej for j = 1, . . . , n the distinct edges e ∈ K(τ) with
e↓ = ρT and by τj the unique maximal subtree of τ such that ρ(τj ) = e
↑
j
, it follows by
definition that one has
DΥFt [τ](u)w =
n∑
i=1
DΥFti [τi](u)w
∏
j≤n, j,i
ΥFt j [τj ](u)
( n∏
j=1
D(t j ,0)(u)
)
FΞt (u)
+
∏
j≤n
ΥFt j [τj ](u)D
( n∏
j=1
D(t j ,0)(u)
)
FΞt (u)w (83)
where we set tj := t(τj ), and Ξ = t( f ) if there exists a (necessarily unique) edge
f ∈ L(τ) with f ↓ = ρ(τ), and Ξ = • otherwise. We proceed inductively in the number
of kernel-type edges of τ. For #K(τ) = 0 the statement holds trivially, so assume from
now on that #K(τ) ≥ 1. It then follows from the induction hypothesis that we can write
DΥFti [τi](u)w =
∑
µ∈N(τi )
ΥF
t′
i
[Dµ(τi)](u,w)
for any i ≤ n. Moreover, by definition of FΞ
t′
in (62), it follows that D(ti,0)F
Ξ
t
= D(t′
i
,0)F
Ξ
t′
,
and hence
ΥF
t′
i
[Dµ(τi)](u,w)
∏
j≤n, j,i
ΥFt j [τj ](u)
( n∏
j=1
D(t j,0)
)
FΞt (u) = Υ
F
t′ [Dµ(τ)](u,w).
Since
⊔
i≤n N(τi) = N(τ)\{ρτ }, it remains to note thatDρτ (τ) = τ and
ΥFt′ [τ](u,w) =
∏
j≤n
ΥFt j [τj ](u)
( n∏
j=1
D(t j,0)(u)
)
DFΞt (u)w
by definition (62).
Next, we derive a useful identity for the symmetry factors appearing in (72) and
(71). In order to state it, we introduce the setD(T˜ F
t
) := {Du(τ) : τ ∈ T˜
F
t
, u ∈ N(τ)}.
Lemma C.3 Let G be an additive group and for fixed t ∈ L+ let f : D(T˜
F
t
) → G be
any map such that f (τ) = 0 for any τ ∈ D(T˜ F
t
)\T˜ F
t′
. Then one has∑
τ∈T˜ F
t
∑
u∈N(τ)
1
S(τ)
f (Du(τ)) =
∑
τ∈T˜ F
t
1
S(τ)
f (τ). (84)
Proof. Note first that by Lemma 5.10 the set T˜ F
t′
is included in the setD(T˜ F
t
), so that
the right hand side of (84) makes sense. Since moreover f vanishes outside of T˜ F
t′
by
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definition, it follows that we can rewrite the left hand side of (84) into∑
τ∈T˜ F
t
m(τ)
S(qτ)
f (τ)
where m(τ) ∈ N is a symmetry factor given by
m(τ) := #{u ∈ N(qτ) : Du(qτ) = τ}. (85)
It remains to show the identity m(τ)S(τ) = S(qτ), which we show inductively in the
number of kernel type edges of τ. If #K(τ) = 0 or τ = qτ the identity is trivial, so that
we exclude these cases in the sequel. In case that τ = Jk
t
[τ˜] is planted and (85) holds for
τ˜, this identity also holds for τ since m(τ) = m(τ˜), S(τ) = S(τ˜) and S(qτ) = S(qτ˜). It
remains to treat the case that qτ is of the form qτ = XkΞ
∏n
i=1 J
ki
ti
[qτi]
pi with n ≥ 1,
pi ≥ 1 and (ti, ki, τi) , (tj, k j, τj ) for i , j, k ∈ N
d+1 and Ξ ∈ L− ⊔ {•}, and such that
(85) holds for Jki
ti
τi for any i ≤ n. By assumption there exists u ∈ N(qτ)\{ρτ} such
that τ = Du(qτ), and we assume without loss of generality that τ is of the form
τ = XkΞJki
t′i
[τ1]
n∏
i=1
Jki
ti
[qτi]
pi−δi,1,
which can always be achieved by simply rearranging the order of the triples (ti, ki, τi).
In this case one has
S(qτ) = k!
m∏
i=1
S(qτi)
pi pi! = k!m(τ1)S(τ1)
m∏
i=1
S(qτi)
pi−δi,1 pi!
On the other hand, we obtain
S(τ) = k!S(τ1)
m∏
i=1
S(qτi)
pi−δi,1(pi − δi,1)!,
and the proof is finished, noting that one has the identity m(τ) = p1m(τ1).
Identifying the renormalization constants takes a bit more work. As a preparation,
we introduce some notation. Given a rooted tree T with vertex set V(T ), edge set
E(T ) and root ρT , we can define for any ν ∈ V(T ) another tree Φν(T ) with identical
edge and vertex sets, but where we set ρ(Φν(T )) := ν. Given additionally a type
map t : E(T ) → L and decorations e : E(T ) → Nd+1 and n : V(T ) → Nd+1 we
obtain another typed, decorated tree (Φν(T )
n˜
e , t) by simply letting the maps e, n, and t
unchanged. For a tree τ = Tne we also define Φˆuτ by setting
Φˆuτ :=
∑
m:N(τ)→Nd+1
(−1) |m |
(
n
m
)
(ΦuT )
n−m+
∑
mIρ(τ )
e . (86)
Let now σ ∈ T˜ F
t′
be a tree and let τ = qσ ∈ T˜ F
t
. Then by Lemma 5.10 there
exists ν ∈ N(τ) such that σ = Dν(τ). Note now that we can naturally identify the node
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set N(τ) of τ with the node set N(σ) of σ. If we do this identification, then the vertex ν
is distinguished in σ by the property that it is the unique maximal vertex (with respect
to the tree order) that has the property that t(u↓) ∈ L′+. In particular, the node ν ∈ N(σ)
is uniquely determined by σ, and as a consequence it makes sense to define
Φˆσ := Φˆν(σ).
The point of this definition is that for any τ ∈ T˜ F
t
and ν ∈ N(τ)we can show an identity
between the renormalization constants associated to τ and ΦˆDν(τ), compare Lemma
C.5 below.
Before we state any precise statement, we need to deal with the subtlety that it is in
general not the case that Φντ ∈ T
ex for any τ ∈ Tex and any ν ∈ N(τ). However, we
have the following lemma.
Lemma C.4 Assume that Assumption 4 holds and that L+ := {t}. Then, the map Φˆ
is an involutory bijection from T F
t′
onto itself, and for any tree τ ∈ T F
t′
one has the
identity ΥF
t′
[Φτ] = ΥF
t′
[τ] and S(Φτ) = S(τ).
Proof. It suffices to show ΥF
t′
[Φτ] = ΥF
t′
[τ]. The fact that Φ maps T F
t′
into itself is
then a consequence of the definition of the latter and Lemma 5.10. Moreover, since Φ
is involutory by definition, preserves homogeneity, and the set of τ ∈ T F
t′
with |τ |s = γ
for some fixed γ ∈ R is finite, it is also a bijection. The identity S(Φτ) = S(τ) follows
easily from the definition.
Concerning the identity ΥF
t′
[Φτ] = ΥF
t′
[τ], we use the expression
ΥFt′ [τ](u,w) =
∏
µ∈N(τ)
ΥFt′ [τ, µ] :=
∏
µ∈N(τ)
∂n(µ)
( n[µ]∏
j=1
D(t j [µ],0)
)
F
Ξ[µ]
t[µ]
(u,w).
Let ν ∈ N(τ) be the unique vertex such that τ = Dν(qτ). It then follows that for any
µ < {ρτ, ν} the vertex µ has the same incoming edges (i.e. edges e ∈ E(τ) with e
↓
= µ)
and the same outgoing edge (i.e. the edge e ∈ E(τ) with e↑ = µ) when viewed as
an element of N(τ) and N(Φˆτ), respectively, and moreover the same polynomial label
n(µ), so that it follows that one has ΥF
t′
[τ, µ] = ΥF
t′
[Φˆτ, µ]. Moreover, if e1, . . . , en are
the incoming edges of ν and e is the outgoing edge of ν when viewed as an element
of N(τ), then e1, . . . , en, e are the incoming edges of ν when viewed as an element
of N(Φˆτ), and by construction one has t(e) = t′. Assume first that τ ∈ T˜ F,◦
t′
. It
then follows that n ≡ 0, and using the fact that F
Ξ[ν]
t′
(u,w) is linear in wt , so that
(D(t′,0)F
Ξ[ν]
t′
(ut,wt))wt = F
Ξ[ν]
t′
(ut,wt), we obtain
(ΥFt′ [Φˆτ, ν](ut))wt =
( (
D(t′,0)
n[ν]∏
j=1
D(t j [ν],0)
)
F
Ξ[ν]
t′
(ut,wt)
)
wt (87)
=
( n[ν]∏
j=1
D(t j [ν],0)
)
F
Ξ[ν]
t′
(ut,wt) (88)
= ΥFt′ [τ, ν](ut,wt). (89)
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An identical calculation shows that one has ΥF
t′
[Φτ, ρτ ](ut,wt) = (Υ
F
t′
[τ, ρτ](ut))wt ,
and this concludes the proof.
Finally, if τ ∈ T˜ F,i
t′
, then one has
ΥFt′ [τ, ρτ](ut,wt) ≡ c and Υ
F
t′ [τ, ν](ut,wt) = ∂
i
wt,
and a similar identity with the roles of ν and ρτ reversed holds for Φˆτ.
Finally, we show the following lemma, which is the reason for introducing the map
Φˆ.
Lemma C.5 For any t ∈ L+, any τ ∈ T
F
t,−
and any node ν ∈ N(τ) with the property
thatDν(τ) ∈ T
F
t′,−
one has the identity
g
ε
BPHZ
(τ) = gε
BPHZ
(ΦˆDν(τ)).
We point out that LemmaC.5 does neither require Assumption 4 nor the assumption
that #L+ = 1.
Proof. In this proof we use the notation that given a kernel assignment (Ll)l∈L+ satis-
fying [11, Ass. 5.1, Ass. 5.4] and a smooth noise η ∈ M∞, we write Π
η,L and g
η,L
BPHZ
for the canonical evaluation and the BPHZ character constructed as in [3, Rmk. 6.12]
and [3, (6.24)] for the kernel assignment L and the noise η. It follows that if we set
Lt := Lt′ := Kt for any t ∈ L+, then the effect of Dν is not seen on the analytic level,
and we obtain for any τ ∈ T F
t
and any node ν ∈ N(τ) the identityΠη,Kτ = Πη,LDν(τ),
and similarly g
η,K
BPHZτ = g
η,L
BPHZ(Dν(τ)).
For the proof of Lemma C.5, we are thus left to show that for any t ∈ L+ and any
σ ∈ T F
t′,−
one has the identity
g
η,L
BPHZ(σ) = g
η,K
BPHZ(Φˆσ). (90)
We first deal with the issue that the image of Tex under Φˆ does in general not coincide
with Tex, which is due to the fact that if τ is a tree that strongly conforms to the rule
R, its image under Φˆ might not. We will circumvent this issue by working in the
Hopf algebra H1 defined in [3, (4.10)] for the type set L. Actually, it suffices for us to
work in the reduced Hopf algebra H, where H is obtained from H1 by identifying any
trees that only differ by the extended decoration and additionally factoring out any trees
τ = (Tne , t) with the property that there exists e ∈ E(T ) such that t(e) ∈ L− and e
↑ is
either not a leaf or one has n(e↑) , 0 (or both). Following [3, Rem. 4.16], this leads to
the following space.
Definition C.6 We denote by H the unital algebra freely generated by typed, rooted,
decorated trees τ = (Tne , t) such that τ , • and such that t : τ → L, n : N(τ) → N
d+1
and e : E(τ) → Nd+1, and such that e↑ is a leave of T for any noise type edge e ∈ L(τ).
By [3, Prop. 3.32], this space becomes a Hopf algebra when endowed with the
co-product ∆1 defined in [3, Def. 3.3]. We denote this co-product on H simply by ∆.
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Definition C.7 We define the ideal I+ ⊆ H generated by all trees τ ∈ H such that
|τ |s > 0, and we define the factor algebra H− := H/I+, with canonical embedding
iex− : H− → H.
It straight forward to see that I+ is a Hopf ideal, so that H− is a factor Hopf algebra.
The following Proposition follows exactly as [3, Prop. 6.5].
Proposition C.8 There exists a unique algebra homomorphismA : H− → Hwith the
property that
M(A⊗ Id)∆iex− = 11
⋆
on H−.
We now define a subspace H˜ ⊆ Hwith the property that Φˆ is well defined on H˜
and an involutory bijection.
Definition C.9 We define H˜− ⊆ H− (respectively H˜ ⊆ H) as the unital sub algebra
generated by all trees τ ∈ H− (respectively τ ∈ H) with the property that there exists a
node u ∈ N(τ) such that for any edge e ∈ E(τ) one has t(e) ∈ L′
+
if and only if e lies on
the unique path from u to the root ρτ .
It is readily checked from the definition of the co-product ∆ and the operation Φ
that H˜− is closed under ∆, in the sense that ∆ : H˜− → H˜− ⊗ H˜−, so that H˜− is a Hopf
algebra, and Φˆ : H˜− → H˜− is such that Φˆ ◦ Φˆ = Id.
On H (respectively H−) we define the character g
η,K (respectively g
η,K
BPHZ ) by setting
g
η,Kτ := EΠη,Kτ (respectively g
η,K
BPHZ (τ) = g
η,K (Aτ)) for any tree τ and extending this
linearly andmultiplicatively. Note thatTex− ⊆ H− and Tˆ
ex
− ⊆ H, and on these subspaces
this notation is consistent, in the sense that one has gη,M− = g
η,M and g
η,M
BPHZ = g
η,M
BPHZ on
Tˆex− and T
ex
− , respectively. We are thus left to show that g
η,L
BPHZ = g
η,K
BPHZ ◦ Φˆ on H˜−. We
now note that directly from the definition one has the identity gη,L = gη,K ◦ q on H,
and since Φˆ is an involutory bijection on H˜−, it follows that it suffices to show
g
η,K
BPHZ ◦ q ◦ Φˆ = g
η,K
BPHZ (91)
on H˜−. We now identify ideals J− ⊆ H− and J ⊆ H with the property that g
η,M
−
vanishes on J for any smooth noise η and any kernel assignment M, and such that the
canonical embedding iex− restricts to an embedding i
ex
− : J− → J.
We start with a definition which is completely analogous to the ideal defined in [12,
(2.16)-(2.18)] for Feynman diagrams.
Definition C.10 We denote by J− ⊆ H− (respectively J ⊆ H) the ideals generated
by all elements which are can be written in form (92), (93), or (94) for some tree
τ = Tne ∈ H− (respectively τ ∈ H), where
• For any node u ∈ N(τ)\{ρ(τ)} and any i ≤ d∑
e∈E(τ)
e↓=u
Tne+ei Ie − T
n
e+ei Iu↓
+ n(u)T
n−eiIu
e (92)
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• For any i ≤ d ∑
e∈E(τ)
e↓=ρ(τ)
Tn
e+ei Ie
+
∑
u∈N(τ)
n(u)Tn−eiIue (93)
• One has
τ − qΦˆτ. (94)
We also define the factor algebras
K− := H−/J− and K := H/J.
Here we write ei ∈ N
d+1 for the i-th unit vector.
With a proof identical to [12, Prop. 2.12], we obtain the following.
Lemma C.11 The ideal J− is a Hopf ideal in H−, so that in particular K− is a factor
Hopf algebra. Moreover, one hasA : J→ J−, so that in particular the space K forms
a left co-module over K−.
Now note that by definition one has τ−qΦˆτ ∈ J− for any τ ∈ H˜−, so that it remains
to show that g
η,K
BPHZ vanishes onJ−. It follows readily fromLemmaC.11 and the recursive
identity for the twisted antipode that one has A : J− → J. It thus remains to show that
g
η,K vanishes identically on J. This however follows identically to [12, Property 4].
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